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Andy Faber gets a bit blue
I
John Howard goes to the fair
Ken Major visits the Boogaloo
Papard ponders his pending predicament
Neil Foster teases us with some questions
Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin in N.O.
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Up in the musical desert that is Derbyshire, there’s an oasis of sorts that would
appeal to Woodies if they ever had the inclination to take a charabanc trip out of The
Smoke. Tucked away in the shadow of Derby Cathedral is a tyre-fitting bay turned
real ale pub and rock club called The Flowerpot. A decade or so ago, promoter Alan
Wolley decided to turn his back on a career in finance and live his dream, setting up
the two hundred fire-limit venue with its tiny stage, low ceiling and real-ale bar.
Monday night is Blues Night at the Flowerpot, and I often slip along and join the thirty or so souls for
a ‘woke up this morning’ evening.
This evening was different. The place was packed for this autumn’s ‘hot ticket’, blues rocker Beth
Hart, recently in the spotlight after recording an album with current generation blues God, Joe
Bonamassa.
After a natter with local magazine editor Mick Moonshine, my ex-bassist Sandy, and the promoter
himself, I squoze into the venue, stage right in lesbian corner, just in time to see Beth wander
unannounced on stage. First impression; Wow, she’s sexy! – very much in a rock-chick way, worn
jeans that fitted just so in the key areas, tattooed arms, multicoloured hair, and a crooked smile that
says “Hey I’ll be your friend – but don’t cross me.”
And the music? Well after an opening piano-driven number that was only so-so, the band cranked
up and bang! Blues night it may be, but this was blues
rock fit to knock your socks off, the three-piece band
kicking it out in fine style behind a lady who, it was soon
clear to all, has a mighty voice. She admitted to being
forty and is a number of albums into her career, where
has she been all my life?
Her set combined self-penned numbers, many from her
recent solo collection and a few from the Bonamassa
set, but her interpretations of numbers by artistes such
as Bill Withers, Ray Charles and Etta James really
impressed. I’m wary of overdoing the praise, but she
occasionally reminded me of Janis Joplin and much,
much more of Steve Marriott, and anyone with an
appreciation of Marriott’s blues/soul/rock shouting
around ‘72/’73 will know that’s praise indeed. I closed
my eyes during one song and could almost have been
Rockin’ At The Fillmore with Humble Pie.
But hang on, this lady isn’t just about rockin’ out; there’s
so much subtlety to appreciate too, both with some
traditional twelve bar workouts, and with more pianoled songs, notably my favourite of the night, a cover of
Tom Waits’ ‘Chocolate Jesus’ – thankfully sung in a
Beth Hart style rather than a Waits growl.
Beth Hart certainly delivered tonight, leaving the crowd
musically fulfilled, just a bit in love, and for definite
intending to check her out again. Even at forty, it’s
never too late for the Big Time, and Beth Hart has every
asset required for that big pitch. Translating the
promise of her collaboration with Joe Bonamassa into
a concert tour, now that would be something!
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Charlie Gracie says:

“After a great show at the
Halstead Empire in October...
HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Hi Gang.
It’s great to be back with you. Phew what a night!!!! Talking about the
January 29th Tales From The Woods Annual 2is Reunion/British
Rock'n'Roll Heritage Show, No 6 in the series. Boy, did we have a blast!
At the time of writing the accolades are still pouring in almost a week and
a half after the event. Folks you will come across reviews of the gig
elsewhere in the magazine, so I really don’t need to add further except to
say a massive big thank you to all the fans who travelled to London on a
Photo courtesy Ken Major
cold dark January evening from as far afield as Cornwall and the North of
England, from Norway and France. Naturally another huge thank you to
all those loyal attendees who return year after year. What can I say, except I truly appreciate your
loyalty. Sometimes I feel as if I should be pinching myself… is this really happening?
Thank you to all those loyal Woodies who work so hard behind the scenes as without their
invaluable help it could not possibly happen. Many Woodies and loyal 2is attendees have been
asking "Can we go back to the 100 Club?" The answer to that question is a possibility; we need to
find out what is happening to the venue in the long term. I appreciate that seating at the Borderline,
or rather the lack of it, is a major concern for many of you and we have taken this problem very much
on board. It is unlikely we shall return there next year, but I will keep you posted of developments
as and when they happen either via this column, newsletter or round-robin email. All you loyal
subscribers will be the first to hear before we post it on the website.
Sincere thanks Keith, for a GREAT Gig, I enjoyed every minute of my visit, and I must say, WHAT
A HOUSEBAND! To everybody concerned with the show, and my visit, and of course, all the
members of TFTW plus the attending public, thank you all for your kindness and consideration
shown to me. God bless you all. Keep on Rockin' Ted Taylor
Congratulations Keith, what a great night. How are you going to beat that next year? Paul Harris
What a blistering show last night, and it was The TFTW Houseband that lifted the evening to a
horizon where one needed binoculars. Let the accolades flood in and I'll cascade until your
embarrassment demands otherwise. Ken Major
The Houseband... Superb! How could they have gotten better than they already were? I could go
on about each and every one of them; they were individually, and together, wonderful. No wonder
the singers were able to turn in class performances. A night of ‘highs’ and then that storming build
up before Kingsize broke into ‘Watch Your Step’; just terrific. Rock’n’Roll heaven. Thanks Guys ‘n’
Gal; just great, great, great. At the risk of repeating myself, it was GREAT. Ralph Edwards
Still getting over "2is 6" and what a night! We rocked our socks off down the M3. The Borderline was
steaming last Sunday - and not just because there was over £1,000's worth of winter fuel allowance
on stage. No, that gig was hot. And Kingsize was the coup of the night. Simply ignited the place. His
comments on the houseband spoke volumes. See you on 7! Mike Draper
Terrific show Sunday evening. King Size was fab-u-loso and the whole evening flew by (always a
good sign). I did congratulate Claire and John Spencely at the end of the evening on their playing,
both were superb. Dickie Tapp
A great night and indeed one of the best TFTW gigs so far; pity I missed part of ‘Kingsize’s’ set but
I was eager to secure my journey home, in view of reports of engineering works causing disruption.
Andy Dellar
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Sunday night’s 2is show was the best yet. The choice of artists was excellent and blended as a show
very well. Cliff Edmonds’ opening was excellent with his version of "I can't believe you want to leave"
a show stopper. Jackie Lynton was great, funny and musically very good. Garry Mills sang well and
was well received by the audience. The Allisons appeared agitated by late arrival but harmonised
well. Dave Sampson was as always very good with a great voice. Finally Kingsize Taylor sang well
and had a lovely set which was well received by all. A fitting artist to top the bill. He is also a lovely
man. His version of "Down in the valley" was superb. The show was compered very well by Rockin’
Ricky with his usual charm and humour, he also sang well. Last but by no means least I come to the
house band who I thought were superb throughout (no bias). They played behind each artist with
great professionalism and showed yet again how good they are. Alex Bland on sax was excellent
and played some great stuff. Sorry, I forgot John Howard who was a great asset to the evening,
playing some great tracks. I'm already looking forward to the next one. John Spencely
Fantastic show! Looking forward to the next event. Dick Taylor
It was a top notch show last night. Nick Cobban
Another super night of entertainment emanating from Woody Towers. Well done Keith for the
tireless work and enterprise and bottle for pulling this together, with a lot of support from the TFTW
committee no doubt. I do think the high standard of the band made all the difference in lifting the
performances from good, to on some occasions, great. Tight, well-rehearsed and sounding as good,
and I’m sure better, than many original bands from the ‘50s. Every performer paid high tribute to the
band and although that’s always said, I do think these seasoned performers were staggered by the
high standard the band attained for the whole night. Bill Haynes
I wish I'd got there sooner, when I realised what I must have missed because when I got there it was
really happening! Loved to see the effort "Woodies/Woodettes" and others made to "walk their talk"
- they looked great. Wishing TFTW an even bigger success with No. 7! See you there! Marilyn Hill
"If you could have, but changed your mind about coming to the Borderline last night, you missed the
best TFTW January gig ever." - anon. I really should not single out names, but I'll break for the
border after saying the ceiling was lifting until the last performance, when Kingsize Taylor blew it sky
high. The TFTW Houseband was so hot security had one hand on the fire extinguisher. A truly
memorable night and even the TFTW merchandise table was wiped clean of any stock. Ken Major
November afternoons are not generally known for creating
too much excitement but all that changed back in midNovember 2011 for a few glorious hours, Again I won’t go
into too much detail for not wishing to spoil it for Issue 66.
Had time not run out on us with so much happening in the
world of TFTW it would have been in the current issue
which you good folks are reading. Tales From The Woods
Chalet Jamborees are now becoming almost an institution,
this being the first I have had the privilege to attend through
being a Rhythm Riot absentee for a few years. John
Spencely of the Houseband on lead guitar, Brian Bunter
Clark on a drum, taking turns on the legendary tea chest
bass that has seen so many skiffle parties in those days
when coffee was an old silver sixpenny bit a cup. No less a
figure than TFTW membership secretary Ken Major, Radio
Caroline’s very own Bill Rocket Haynes took over for a
while as did that fountain of knowledge for us all here at
TFTW, Darren Vidler. All strode and plucked at the mighty
old tea chest. Ralph Edwards who has appeared on both
© Paul Harris
Skiffle 50 & 2is Shows brought along his guitar with a
repertoire of old timey country along with a folksy tune or
two guaranteed. We sure were not expecting a legend of Louisiana music to drop by and sing a few
classic Rhythm & Blues and a dash or two of Swamp Pop, talking about Jivin Gene' folks. That really
was somethin’ else. Can I borrow that line from earlier about 'pinching myself' as I need it again.
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It wasn’t long before that holiday camp seaside chalet was bursting at the seams whilst occupants
of chalets either side, up and down, and across the way were coming to check out where the action
was. Soon the balcony was heaving with dancing revelers; it was like a scene from a not too
convincing ‘50s Rock’n’Roll B movie, except of course this was very much real. Already I am giving
too much away, save it for issue 66.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to legendary
inspirational Rhythm & Blues bandleader Johnny Otis who died on 17th
January aged 90.
Born John Alexander Veliotes on 28th December 1921 to Greek
immigrant parents in Vallejo, Northern California, a very ambitious family
which rubbed off on their offspring as younger brother Nicholas would one
day become the American Ambassador to Egypt. His parents ran a
grocery store in the black neighbourhood of Berkeley. By the time young John had hit his teens he
was rapidly walking away from white culture to where, as he would so often state in interviews and
countless written articles, he found the soul of the community.
These days in London, and no doubt countless other cities across the UK, Europe and beyond,
white working class kids ape the walk and talk of their black counterparts. Johnny Otis was treading
similar ground, although no doubt with considerably more sophistication, before their grandparents
were born.
By the time the lad was in junior high school he had taken up the side drum in a marching band.
Graduating soon to a full kit, his first professional engagement came in 1939 with the West Oakland
Houserockers, which would lead to several years working full time in Big Bands. At the suggestion
of Nat King Cole he moved to Los Angeles where he joined Harlan Leonard’s Jazz Orchestra,
Working extensively alongside Jazz Saxophonist Lester Young and Rhythm & Blues pianist and
singer Charles Brown. Come 1945 it was time for Johnny to lead his own band which he did from
behind the drum kit, soon to score a hit with Harlem Nocturne. On its back, the band toured
throughout the US for the remainder of the decade including a stint at the world famous Harlem
Apollo.
As the forties gave way to the fifties, It become increasingly noticeable at live shows that the patrons
would really come alive when the band were stripped down for performances of more Rhythm &
Blues based material. The classic line up of an Otis Band was born; two saxes, trumpet, trombone,
guitar, piano, drums.
Johnny’s other well-known string to his bow as a talent scout was first brought to fruition with the
discovery of 13 year old singer Little Esther Phillips, who during her tenure with the Otis Band
secured them 10 hits on the R&B
charts. Soon the names that Johnny
discovered whilst talent scouting for
King Records read like a who’s who
of now legendary names of R&B;
Etta James, Little Willie John, Jackie
Wilson, Hank Ballard, Big Mama
Thornton all passed through his
R&B Touring Caravan. With the
latter he produced and played
drums on her massive 1953 R&B hit
Hound Dog and he was also
credited as one of the song
composers. However his name had
been erased by the time Elvis
Presley took the song international
three years later in 1956.
Johnny Otis, Nice, France, July 1985 © Paul Harris
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Otis also produced the great R&B star Johnny Ace before a selfinflicted gunshot accident ended his young life in 1954, allegedly a
game of Russian Roulette. The same year would see the wonderful
Etta James enter the world of R&B; Johnny co-wrote her first hit Roll
With Me Henry. The following year 1955 would see an inferior white
cover version soar up the American pop charts by Georgia Gibbs. A
composition he wrote around the same period of time had to wait
seven years to see hit status made famous by Gladys Knight in 1961,
Every Beat Of My Heart.

Johnny Otis
© Paul Harris

Johnny’s sole entry into the British top twenty came in 1957 with Ma He’s Makin Eyes At Me with
the Three Tons Of Joy laying down the lead vocal, hitting No 2 in November. His one US crossover
hit would come in 1958 with Willie And The Handjive and by now he had added Reverend Of The
Hand Jive to his list of monikers that already included The Duke Ellington Of Watts and The
Godfather Of Rhythm & Blues. The fifties gave way to the sixties which allowed Johnny to
distinguish himself as a television host, political activist, preacher, cartoonist, painter, chef, record
producer, talent scout, DJ, sculptor, writer, and if all that is not enough, an organic farmer. However
music, or at least his own music, was very much taking a back seat. In his words Johnny was often
quoted as saying "It was all changing so fast, we could not get a damn gig. The Beatles and the
British invasion, that was just a part of it." At the same time he was still very much in the mainstream
of black consciousness with the publication of his post Watts riot book Listen To The Lambs which
saw publication in 1968, the content dealing with both his life in music and his political views. He
attempted to break into full time politics when he failed to be elected to the California State Assembly
although he did serve on the Los Angeles County Democratic Committee for a decade as deputy
chief of staff.
Frank Zappa, who had always been a fan of Otis, persuaded Kent Records to cut an album which
saw the light of day in 1969 entitled Cold Shot. A track called Country Girl was released as a single
and rode well on the R&B charts. With a new calling card under his belt he went back on the road
with his Rhythm & Blues Caravan now with his guitarist son Shuggie in tow which resulted in a
hugely successful appearance at the Monterey Festival. The resulting live album was a masterpiece
in homage to many of the legendary names that appear on it including Big Joe Turner ,Ivory Joe
Hunter, Pee Wee Clayton, Little Esther Phillips, Roy Milton, Eddie Cleanhead Vinson, Margie
Evans, The Mighty Flea. Wow!!!! what a line up, No wonder this remains a firm favourite for the
TFTW turntable.
For the remainder of the seventies Otis toured extensively throughout the US, Europe, making it to
our shores here in the UK a few memorable times. Come the end of that decade he opened and
served as a pastor for the Landmark Community Church in Los Angeles.
In 1990, along with his wife Phyllis, they upped sticks and moved to Sebastopol, Northern California
where he hosted a weekly radio show, wrote his autobiography Upside Your Head [1993] and ran
an organic orchard. Despite his advanced years he still found time to play festivals with his 13 piece
band.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to Rhythm &
Blues/Soul/Rock’n’Roll singer, the great Etta James who died on 20th January
just five days short of her 74th birthday.
Jamesetta Hawkins was born on 25th January 1938 to a 14 year old mother
Dorothy and an unknown white father, although in articles and interviews she
always maintained it was the pool shark Minnesota Fats Wanderone. Raised
in Los Angeles by adoptive parents, from the age of five singing gospel in a
local church, in later years she would very much acknowledge the influence of
choir-master James Earl Hines.
Upon the death of her adoptive mother, her dysfunctional blood parent reentered her life at the pivotal age of 12. It could hardly have been worse;
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Etta James 2006
© Paul Harris
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shipping her off to San Francisco, where Dorothy pursued her vocation as a
hustler with little regard for her new found responsibilities. When young Etta
returned home from school there was no sign of her mother, so she was pretty
much left to fend for herself with pretty much predictable results; drinking,
violence, pot smoking and substance abuse became the order of the day. Etta
no doubt blamed her Mother for all her self-destructive traits and the
relationship remained combative for decades to follow.
Etta knew the only way out for her was to exploit "her god given talent to sing"
forming a trio with two other girl school friends The Creolettes. It was this trio
that auditioned for Johnny Otis. Naturally hugely impressed with the 15 year old Etta, he offered to
take her to Los Angeles to record her. She lied to Johnny saying she was 18 but Otis needed a little
more convincing, asking for permission from her mother to make the trip. Here accounts vary; some
say Etta pretended to phone her mother in Otis’ presence, conducting an imaginary conversation
with her absent mother. The other account is that she went home and forged her signature but,
whichever version is true, no permission could have been granted as mummy was banged up in
prison at the time.
Roll With Me Henry, which was retitled The Wallflower for Modern Records who thought the original
title far too explicit, her forename shortened to Etta, the record sailed up the R&B charts to reach
the no 1 slot in 1955. Its follow up Good Rockin’ Daddy peaked at 12 and the young lady was indeed
on her way. Nationwide tours in the company of Johnny Guitar Watson, Ike & Tina Turner, and Little
Richard where, by her own accounts, witnessed more than a little debauchery.
She would not see any more hits throughout the remainder of the fifties. 1959 would see Etta sign
for legendary Chicago Blues Label Chess which, as the sixties entered, began to christen her
Queen Of Soul before soul music as a genre had really been put into common usage. She was soon
notching up R&B chart hits such as All I Could Do Was Cry, If I Can’t Have You and one of her most
famous recordings At Last, the latter bringing a full bluesy string accompaniment to her powerful
blistering soul drenched vocals. A 1963 album Etta Rocks The House was recorded live at the New
Era Club in Nashville, Tennessee.
1967 would see the guvnor of Chess records, Leonard Chess, dispatching Etta to Alabama to record
at Fame studios, resulting in one of Soul music’s finest moments, the defining ballad of insane
jealousy I’d Rather Go Blind which amazingly was a B side, the A side being the powerful Tell
Mama. By now the influence of Etta James could be heard
in numerous other soul and rock singers including Candi
Staton and arguably more obviously Janis Joplin.
Despite her considerable success she could not escape her
own self-destructiveness. Addicted to heroin and gangster
men she lived a criminal lifestyle and found herself jailed on
several occasions. In 1971 along with her husband Artis
Mills she was arrested on a drugs charge. Her husband took
the rap and served ten years; upon his release they were
reunited.
Etta was never to enjoy another major hit in her native
country. No doubt the passion, the gut-wrenching raw soul
was too much for Joe Public, just a little too authentic, or to
use Etta’s own words "pour out all that bitch shit inside of
me." The 1974 album Come A Little Closer was recorded
whilst she was in rehab at a psychiatric hospital. Failing to
gain mass recognition soul and blues fans remained, like
the critics, totally devoted. A move to Warner Brothers
proved artistically fruitful which provided a couple of albums
that remain favourites of us here at the turntables of Tales
From The Woods Seven Year Itch [1989] and Sticking To
My Guns [1980]. During the nineties I was able to witness
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Etta James, New Orleans JazzFest 2006
© Paul Harris

the lady in concert a couple of times in relatively quick succession at Kentish Town Town & Country
Club in those golden days when the venue now renamed the Forum was London’s spiritual home
of all music of the roots kind.
In the intervening years Etta sang Rock’n’Roll Music in the film celebrating the 60th birthday of the
song’s creator Chuck Berry, the man who wrote the soundtrack to so many of our lives, Hail Hail
Rock n Roll [1982]. Two years later she sang at the opening ceremony of the Los Angeles Olympics,
opened stadium dates for the Rolling Stones in the US and was inducted into the Rock’n’Roll Hall
Of Fame in 1993. Three years later in 1996 unexpectedly she found herself in the UK charts with a
song she cut decades before I Just Want To Make Love To You which was featured in a diet coke
advert. Around the same period she was pricking up the ears of the jazz audience with a series of
jazz albums commencing with the homage to Billie Holiday Mystery Lady.
Over the years she collected six Grammy awards, along with a star on the Hollywood walk of fame.
Having finally conquered her drug addiction she set about losing her considerable weight which by
2002 had ballooned to 400 pounds; going through gastric bypass surgery she shed some 200 pounds.
The appalling film Cadillac Records (to say it was a heavily fictionalised account of the history of
Chess Records would be an understatement) brought James’ name to a much wider audience via
Beyonce’s appearance as Etta,
Quite why the first black president of the United States invited Beyonce to sing Etta’s song At Last
at his inauguration and did not ask the originator of the song herself one can only speculate; perhaps
Etta would have been too raw, too authentic for the president’s household.
In 1995 Etta’s no holds barred autobiography Rage To Survive was published. In the week prior to
her death her swansong album The Dreamer [2011] was made album of the week by BBC Radio 2.
The official cause of death was given as leukaemia but her health complications were many.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to blues
guitarist Hubert Sumlin who died on 4th December of heart failure
aged 80.
Hubert Sumlin was born in Greenwood, Mississippi on 16th
November 1931, his family moved early in the child’s life to Hughes,
Arkansas. He acquired his first guitar at the tender age of eight, and
would rarely lay a guitar down for the next 72 years. As a teenager
he was playing all the juke joints, joining up with harmonica player
and singer James Cotton in West Memphis, working together for a while. It was here that he met the
great Howlin’ Wolf of whom the young Sumlin was already in awe, the man he would later spend the
best part of 20 years performing and recording with. Howlin’ Wolf relocated to Chicago in 1953 but
his Memphis based guitarist Willie Johnson refused to make the trip. Once settled into the windy city
that in the fifties was the City Of The Blues where just about every blues musician wanted to head,
Wolf hired local guitarist Jody Williams but soon sought out a second guitarist. He wanted the young
fella he met back in Memphis, so soon Sumlin was aboard the train heading north to join his hero at
his behest.
1955 would see Jody Williams leave and Hubert take over the lead guitar role playing on virtually all
of Wolf’s classic Chess Records recordings. Apart from a brief
Hubert with Howlin’ Wolf
period spent with Muddy Waters in 1956 he would remain with his
boss until his death in 1976. According to Sumlin, Wolf sent him to
study under a classical guitar teacher at the Chicago Conservatory
Of Music to learn the keyboards and scales.
Upon the death of Howlin’ Wolf, Hubert kept the band together for
a while, renamed the outfit The Wolf Pack, performing and keeping
the flame burning for their late boss. Once this came to an end
Hubert launched a solo career recording for the French Black &
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Blue but sadly as a leader he was never able to demonstrate a stage command that his skills as a
guitarist deserved, which can ably demonstrated on his 1984 recording for Black Top label Hubert
Sumlin’s Blues Party.
His solo career had begun many years before whilst touring with the Wolf in 1964, continuing
spasmodically through to his Grammy nominated 2004 album About Them Shoes which had a string
of guests including former partner James Cotton, Keith Richards, and Eric Clapton to name but
three. Previously he had been reunited with the Wolf’s piano man Henry Gray on the Tribute To
Howlin’ Wolf album [1999] and also sitting in were esteemed Chicago veterans Sam Lay, Calvin
Jones, Colin Linden. The album would provide Hubert with another Grammy nomination as did the
collaboration with piano man from the Muddy Waters band, the legendary Pinetop Perkins, entitled
suitably Legends [2000] and finally for his contribution to Kenny Wayne Shepherd’s album Live In
Chicago [2010].
In 2008 he was finally inducted into the Blues Hall Of Fame. He kept performing virtually up to his
death despite undergoing lung removal surgery in 2004. In more recent years he had made his
home in Wayne, New Jersey and it was here that his funeral costs were paid for by Keith Richards
and Mick Jagger.
I did get to see Hubert a few times over the years; with my great blues hero Howlin’ Wolf back in the
sixties and in later years as a leader of his own outfit at London’s Borderline in the days when Tales
From The Woods was not the only organization to present roots music gigs at this long running
venue.
Henry Gray with Hubert

Mentioning the great piano man Henry Gray reminds me of a story
he told me of black rockabilly G L Crockett who Henry played piano
for on his classic 'Look Out Mabel'
I asked what happened to Crockett, to which he replied, “You know
ole' Crockett was a great fan of Jerry Lee Lewis and he went one
time to see Jerry in concert. Croc was late and ran across the road
to the Theatre where Jerry Lee was playing, got hit by a god-damn
bus and was killed. Do you know what son? That god-damn gig had

been cancelled.”
Great story, don’t suppose for one moment it is true.
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Welcome to Louisiana where music is
king to enjoy 20 sides by one of the finest
Cajun artists often called “The King of
Cajun Music”. Hailing from Bayou
Lafourche, Vin developed his own stripe
of Cajun music being a competent
rhythm guitar player and a gifted song
writer. He was the first to record Cajun
music with Nashville session players
when he came to The Castle studio for a
session on February 13, 1952. Here he
brings Bayou Lafourche’s style of Cajun
music, much hillbilly and without
accordion.
Ervin Joseph Bruce was born on April 25,
1932 to a daddy who was a great fiddle
player and was raised on waltzes, twosteps and the crodilles either on live
music, old needle phono or battery radio.
Vin’s grandmother was a musician too. He grew up the son of a farmer and trapper near the small
town of Cut Off, which lies about sixty miles southwest of New Orleans.
Jimmie Rodgers and Ernest Tubb were the favourites around and Vin got the luck to meet Ernest
back stage at the New Orleans Municipal Auditorium. The tall Ernest Tubb gave the wise advice
to sing his own style and to forget to try to sing like any other guys. At about fifteen, Vin was hired
by Gene Rodrigue and became for a while a member of the Louisiana Troubadours.
For a short time he was also a member of Dudley Bernard’s band, The Southern Playboys.
Accordion being not popular in that neck of the woods they didn’t play much Cajun music except
“Big Texas” and “Jolie Blonde”. By then Lafourche Parish had around 42.000 people with a large
part of them being white. The biggest town was Thibodaux settled as a town in 1838 under the
name Thibodauxville, in honoor of local plantation owner Henry Schuyler Thibodaux, who
provided land for the village and served as acting governor of Louisiana in 1824.
Being spotted by a local Columbia talent scout while doing radio work in New Orleans, Vin was
signed by Don Law on October 22, 1951. The first session took place at the Tulane Hotel with
Ernie Newtown (bs), Grady Martin (mandolin), Tommy Jackson (fiddle), Owen Bradley (pno) and
Bob Foster (steel) on February 13, 1952. Three of Vin’s originals, two being in French, were cut
and Acuff-Rose provided a fourth song written by Autry Inman. “Fille de La Ville”, a fast song,
and “Dans La Louisianne”, a hillbilly blues, were issued back to back on Columbia 20923 in April
1952. This sold half a million records and Vin mentioned shyly that for a short while he had a fan
club with members from all across the country.
“Sweet Love”, a plaintive song in Lefty Frizzell’s style, and “I Trusted You” followed on Columbia
20973 by June 1952. In August 10, 1952, Vin was back at the same location with the same band
and Chet Atkins to cut two other French slow ditties from his own pen, “Claire de la Lune” and
“Je Laissez Mon Coeur”. “Are You Forgetting”, a weeper, and a more dynamic “Knockin’ On The
Door” (from Autry Inman) make the session complete and were issued as his third release on
Columbia 21027. For that session Grady Martin handled mandolin, guitar, and fiddle… what a
versatile musician.
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While in Nashville, Vin met Hank Williams while buying a belt at Hank and Audrey’s Corral. In
fact, Vin left the shop forgetting to pay for that belt after a long talk with Hank. From that meeting
Vin was invited to The Louisiana Hayride and was fired by Gene Rodrigue for missing a local
date. After another meeting with Hank, Vin was invited to his public wedding celebration at the
New Orleans Municipal Auditorium on October 19, 1952. Vin loaned his Martin’s guitar to Hank
on stage and backed him with his band for the two performance at 3.00 and 7.00 pm.
On February 18, 1953 Vin was back in the studio to cut a Chet Atkins song titled “I’ll Stay Single”,
a Boudleaux & Felice Bryant’s composition “I’m Gonna Steal My Baby Back” showing the Ernest
Tubb influences, two very nice traditionals sung in French “La Valse de St. Marie” and “Oh Ma
Belle” issued back to back on Columbia 21189, “My Mama Said” featuring a great guitar part
and “Goodbye To A Sweetheart (Hello To A Friend)” that sounds so close to Hank Williams
unique style that I could consider it like being “Goodbye to a friend”. “My Mama Said” was issued
with “I’ll Stay Single” on Columbia 21120 as a folk release on June 1953 and “Goodbye to a
Sweetheart” backed with “I’m Gonna Steal My Baby Back” followed in August 1953. These six
sides are very interesting with strong vocal and superb backing from fiddle to piano.
Vin Bruce played the Grand Ole Opry and travelled with his band in Texas, Mississippi,
Louisiana and as far as Lubbock where a young Buddy Holly attended his show. Vin’s band
included Ulis Adams (bass), Gene Dusenberry (guitar) and Johnny Bonvillian (steel gtr) who
also played with Werly Fairburn.
Vin’s final session was completed on May 14, 1954 still at the Castle studio with Don Helms on
steel guitar and Jerry Rivers on fiddle. Each of the six songs cut that day were from his pen and
two Cajun songs written by A. Adams and G. Sherry stayed unissued until now. “La Délece”,
with Chet Atkins on guitar, and “Si Toi Tu M’aime” are two superb slices of Cajun music. The
up-tempo “I Tried” and the mourning “Here Is The Bottle” were issued on Columbia 21271 while
“Over An Ocean Of Golden Dreams” and “Too Many Girls” issued on November 1954 were the
last Columbia releases for Vin. It’s very surprising to have that record released as far as
New-Zealand/Australia on a Philips Western Series (P24554). By then Honky-Tonk music was
challenged by Rock and Roll and sales were going slow even for Ray Price, Marty Robbins, Billy
Walker and Carl Smith.
Later Vin started to roughneck on the offshore oil rigs but he never stopped to play music. He
saw his cousin Josef Barrios running in the charts as Joe Barry with “I’m A Fool To Care”
recorded for “Jin”. Vin also recorded on the Swallow label from 1961 to 1970, for Jin and La
Louisianne and is still playing over southeastern Louisiana.
During the early 1980s, Vin and his band "The Acadians" were invited to tour the U.S., Europe
and Canada. After those glory days, Vin Bruce was inducted into the Country Music Hall of
Fame, received an award from the state of Louisiana, was honoured with a "Vin Bruce Day" by
his hometown and was Lafourche Parish's "Citizen of the Year for 1978". Vin also had CDs
issued on Swallow (2000) and Mardi Gras (2006).
This Cajun CD brings you all Vin Bruce’s Columbia sides including two unissued with stunning
never-seen-before photographs, discography and authoritative liner notes by Louisiana
musicologist Michael Hurtt from New Orleans. Without his great work and the help of Leroy
Martin and Johnnie Allan, I would be unable to give you for free this invitation to travel to
Lafourche Parish.
This set is a revelation for Cajun and country music fans alike. If you dig Cajun music, watch out
also for Bear Family “Acadian All Star Special” (BCD 17206), “Jole Blon” (BCD 16618), “Harry
Choates” (BCD 16355) and “Tibby Edwards” (BCD 16557).

Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
October 19, 2011
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

Unfortunately it’s been a bumper month for obituaries, which leaves no room for anything else this
time around. At least the emperor of all soul, Bobby Womack, is still alive and kicking. "I'm ready to
kick ass again". Yes the great one is about to release his first secular long player since,
RESURRECTION, 1994. His mates from Gorillaz are involved, so I wait in anticipation that we will
witness a winner.
Anyway onto Soul "Heaven's" newest residents, all of whom had their own very unique talents.

LOST SOULS
THE SWEETER HE IS, THE LONGER THE PAIN IS GONNA LAST
JOHN 'BLACKFOOT' COLBERT
Soul music has lost one of its greatest performers, Memphis
soul singer J Blackfoot, a member of Stax vocal group the Soul
Children and long-time solo artist. He was up there with the
greats of soul, who had a signature all of his own. He earned
his nickname, Blackfoot, when he walked the sidewalks
barefootin’ in his younger days.
John 'Blackfoot' Colbert was born in Greenville, Mississippi, on
November 20 1946. His family moved to Bluff City,
Tennessee, when he was two years old. Living in the city's
ghetto it was always a struggle making ends meet. In his early
years Colbert was always hanging out on the street and in
trouble, having several brushes with the law. By the time he
was eighteen he was serving time, from 1964 to 1967, at the
Tennessee State Penitentiary in Nashville for car theft. It was
there that he happened to share a cell with Johnny Bragg, the
ex-lead singer of the Prisonaires, a fifties vocal group that
scored with the original version of 'Just Walkin' In The Rain' for
Sun records.
Bragg left an amazing impression on young Colbert who pushed him towards a musical career. He
had the voice, as before his prison sentence, along with William Brown and John Gary Williams,
(later of the Mad Lads), who went on to form their own group, they sang on street corners for loose
change.
On his release he recorded a single under his own name John Colbert, 'Surfside Slide', for Sure
Speed records. A few weeks later he ups sticks and move to Memphis, where he found his real
launching pad.
He soon gained entry into the Stax organization, after a friend persuaded songwriter and producer
David Porter to give Colbert a listen. Within twenty four hours he was auditioning before the
President of Stax, Jim Stewart and Otis Redding, who decided that the young inexperienced Colbert
should accompany Redding on tour.
Next day came the news of the plane crash that tragically took the lives of Otis Redding and four
members of the Bar-Kays, but fortunately for Colbert there hadn't been sufficient room for him on
the plane. After the plane crash he joined the reconstituted Bar-Kays as lead singer, and performed
with them for several months, but did not record.
Colbert wasn't really confident enough at the time to perform solo, so songwriters David Porter and
Isaac Hayes teamed him up with Norman West, Anita Lewis and Shelbra Bennett, to form the Soul
Children. Colbert's earthy vocals would power memorable tracks like, 'Give 'Em Love', the group’s
first R&B hit on Stax in February 1968. The group went on to score a further fourteen R&B chart
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entries over the next ten years, including gems like, 'The
Sweeter He Is', 'Hearsay', I'll Be The Other Woman', and
'Finders Keepers'.

J Blackfoot (with Thomas Bingham)
© Paul Harris, Porretta 2009

Following the demise of Stax in 1976, the group recorded a
pair of albums for the Epic label. The stand out cut, and
R&B hit, must be the sombre, 'If You Move I'll Fall', before
breaking up. After the group split he worked with bands
around the Memphis area, and recorded a one off in 1982
for the Prime Cut label.

In 1983 Colbert was ready
to have a proper stab at a solo career. He began working with writer
and producer Homer Banks. They recorded an album, CITY
SLICKERS, a masterpiece of emotive vinyl, which was released on
Banks' own Sound Town label. The second single from the album,
'Taxi', was a massive hit and became his signature tune.
Over the last two and a half decades Blackfoot released an
incredible fourteen solo albums, for various labels, scooping seven
more R&B hits, performing at various Stax related functions, a
heavy touring schedule, re-forming the Soul Children for the 2008
album, STILL STANDING, and most recently as part of David
Porter's musical revue last summer.
He was a trouper who loved to practice his craft. Although ill he continued performing up until a few
weeks before his death. He was at home on the stage. His testifying styled stage act was one of the
best soul acts I ever witnessed.
My brother Rod was the last Woodie to see him perform live at the Mississippi Delta Blues Festival,
September 2011. This is what he reported.
“It was now dusk and the crowds were still pouring in. It was now time for J Blackfoot who I last saw
in 2009 at Porretta. When he came on the stage I sensed that this was not the same guy that my
brother and Dave Thomas couldn't stop raving about, as he seemed a lot calmer and started singing
sitting down instead of moving about the stage. He then told us that he too was getting over a stroke
and that he had been diagnosed with cancer, all within the last year.
His numbers included “In My Bedroom” and “I’m Just A Fool For You”. He wanted to sing The Soul
Children’s number “The Sweeter He Is” but his female singer who was to join him on stage and sing
the high notes had taken ill, so it was “Hearsay” instead. Willie Clayton joined him on stage to sing
“I Love You Dear Lord” then he closed with “Taxi” (what else?)”
He died on November 30 2011, from cancer.
GET IT WHILE YOU CAN
HOWARD TATE
Howard Tate was a superb singer who never received the
recognition that his talent richly deserved, who should have been
up there with soul luminaries such as Otis Redding, James Carr,
Sam Cooke and Jackie Wilson in the sixties. But he does leave
behind some great soul moments. His Verve album, GET IT
WHILE YOU CAN, is hailed, quite rightly, as one of the great vinyl
experiences, that still stands today as one of the greatest albums
of any genre ever recorded.
Howard Tate was born in Macon, Georgia on August 13 1939. He
moved to Philadelphia at the age of seven. His father was a
minister, and Tate would sing in his father’s church before his
services. He went over so well he was asked back again and
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again. Before long he was invited to join a visiting group, The Bel-Airs, whose lead singer was one
Garnet Mimms.
The Bel-Airs were offered a contract with Mercury whereupon they changed their name to the
Gainors. Several forty fives were released, none of which troubled the charts.
Tate left the Gainors to join, as lead vocalist, Bill Doggett's touring band, while Mimms continued
with the Gainors, now renamed the Enchanters.
A solo act by 1962 he (like Mimms) was guided by producer and songwriter Jerry Ragovoy, who
between them produced a potent mixture of uptown blues and mellow soul that showcased his
classic vocals to perfection. His first solo release, 'Half A Man', on the Utopia imprint, was a failed
attempt to copy Curtis Mayfield. That was it for a couple of years.
Between 1966 and 1968 Tate secured four US R&B hits for the Verve label; 'Ain't Nobody Home',
'Look At Granny Run', 'Baby I Love You', and 'Stop'. But lack of promotion and marketing by the
record company failed to capitalise on Tate's extensive touring schedule. Tate's work provided
material for several acts, most notably Janis Joplin, who recorded 'Get It While You Can'.
His next releases were issued on the Lloyd Price owned Turntable label. This liaison resulted in two
singles[ 'These Things That Make Me Know You're Gone' (1969) and Titus Turner's, 'My Soul's Got
A Hole In It' (1970), both making the US R&B charts.
In 1972 Tate was reunited with his former mentor, producer Jerry Ragovoy, upon which he recorded
a final disappointing album for Atlantic. But the hits had dried up. From there he label hopped,
including Epic, and HT, with little success.
By this time dissatisfied by his lack of royalties, failure to find trustworthy and decent management
and lack of money, he simply walked away from show business and became an insurance salesman
in suburban Philadelphia.
His daughter was killed in a house fire, his wife left him, so began a spiral decent into heavy drinking,
and drug abuse which took over his life, culminating in homelessness and his disappearance for a
long twenty odd years.
By the mid-nineties Tate had turned his life around. He had overcome his addictions, became a born
again Christian, and began focusing on church music and preaching in Philadelphia and the
surrounding area.
His whereabouts was discovered in 2002, which in turn led to his reuniting with Jerry Ragovoy for
the excellent album, REDISCOVERED. Tate went onto release four more albums, and embarked
on an extensive touring schedule. His travels took him to the 2003 Utrecht blues festival, and a few
weeks later the art deco star spangled Madame Jo-Jo's in London's Soho. In both cases he
impressed and proved his voice was still intact.
He died December 2 2011, of natural causes.
GIVE ME THE BEAT BOYS, AND FREE MY SOUL
DOBIE GRAY
Singer songwriter Dobie Gray’s musical career spanned the
whole spectrum, from wistful soul to gritty country pop. He
possessed a uniquely expressive voice which found favour
across his many forms of musical spheres. His hit records
included the 1973 classic, 'Drift Away', which was one of the
biggest hits of that year, selling millions worldwide and
remains a staple of radio airplay to this day.
Leonard Victor Ainsworth was born in Brookshire, Texas, a
small town outside Houston on July 26 1942. He was raised
by his aunt and uncle who were sharecroppers. His early
involvement in music was through his grandfather, a Baptist minister, and he was soon singing in
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his church and local gospel choirs. As a boy Ainsworh decided that he wanted to make singing
and/or acting his career.
In early 1960 he headed out to Los Angeles, where he completed his secondary education. Failing
to establish any inroads into acting, he changed track and thought he would have more chance at
showbiz as a singer, but found jobs hard to come by, so filled in time working in restaurants and any
odd jobs that came along to make ends meet.
Sonny Bono was filling an A&R seat at Speciality Records and was using radio ads to populate
auditions. Ainsworth wasn't what Bono was looking for, but pointed him in the right direction towards
the small Los Angeles independent Stripe Record label, resulting in his first release, 'I Can Hardly
Wait' which didn't sell. He managed to record for several local labels under various names, Leonard
Ainsworth, Larry Curtis and Larry Denni, with little success.
Now renamed Dobie Gray, his first taste of success came in 1963, when 'Look At Me' on the Cordak
label reached a high of 91 on the billboard Hot 100. The resulting album LOOK failed to sell.
He continued floating around picking up odd jobs singing and acting. In 1964 Gray's major
breakthrough came with a definitive slice of uptown soul, 'The In Crowd', on the Charger label,
written by Billy Page and produced by Fred Darian. His original recording went on to become a top
twenty US Hot 100 and R&B hit. The record was also a UK chart entry, peaking at 25, and latched
onto by the Mods who adopted the song as their anthem. An instrumental version by Ramsey Lewis
a year later was a decent hit.
The follow up, 'See You At The Go Go', just managed to graze the Hot 100. The album DOBIE
GRAY SINGS FOR IN CROWDERS THAT GO GO GO, was a reasonable seller.
Gray continued to record for Charger, though with little success. But one release, 'Out On The
Floor', did find favour on the UK Northern soul scene. To this very day it’s one of the most requested
records to get the talcs wheeling. He was now finding work in other aspects of show business,
contributing to movie soundtracks, producing and acting. He also spent several years working in
musicals, including two and a half years in the Los Angeles production of Hair. After Hair he joined
the group Pollution as their lead singer, an LA rock band, which also included Tata Vega. He
continued to release the occasional product on various small labels such as Thunderbird, White
Whale, and Lana.
In 1973 he found himself with a contract at Decca Records, shortly before it became part of MCA,
to record an album. Among the songs that they recorded was a Mentor Williams song, originally
released by John Kurtz in 1972, 'Drift Away', featuring an unforgettable guitar riff from Reggie
Young. Released as a forty five it became a million selling smash, that became Gray's biggest hit,
and his trade mark. The DRIFT AWAY album was a big hit too. The follow up was the much covered,
country flavoured, 'Loving Arms', which made a sizable impression on the Hot 100 and R&B charts.
But once again the hits dried up.
In the mid-seventies he moved to Nashville and signed for Capricorn Records, where once again
he found minor chart success with, 'If Love Must Go' and 'Find 'Em, Fool 'Em, & Forget 'Em', and
his final chart placing with 'You Can Do It' .
He increasingly concentrated on songwriting, guesting on TV shows, radio jingles. He toured the
world, becoming the first artist to play to integrated audiences in South Africa.
He re-emerged as a recording artist for Capital Records in the mid-eighties, as a country artist,
charting on Billboard’s country charts on two occasions with 'That's One To Grow On' and 'Dark Side
Of Life'
He died on December 6 2011, after a long battle with cancer.
WISH YOU DIDN’T HAVE TO GO
ROBERT LEE DICKEY
James & Bobby Purify were a duo of cousins. James Purify was born in Pensacola, Florida, on
December 5 1944 and Robert Lee Dickey was born in Tallahassee, Florida, on February 9 1939.
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They are best known for their debut 1966 waxing, the
melodious soul classic 'I'm Your Puppet'. But throughout the
late sixties the duo cut, although drawn towards cover
versions, a string of superb soul and R&B tracks.
During the early sixties Dickey worked as a singer, guitarist in
a group called the Dothan Sextet, touring with various soul
and rhythm and blues acts, notably backing the singer Mighty
Sam. When Mighty Sam left, James was invited to join, which
he did in 1965. The two soon struck up a distinctive vocal
partnership, and their onstage duets became extremely
popular, so it wasn't long before the twosome came to the
attention of Florida producer "Papa" Don Schroeder. He
signed the pair up to his fast growing stable. Schroeder took
the Purifies to the, now legendary, Fame recording studios in
Muscle Shoals and cut, 'I'm Your Puppet', released on the Bell
record label, written by Dan Penn and Spooner Oldham, who at the time were churning out hit after
hit. This evocative ditty reached a million sales in the US alone.
Throughout 1967 and 1968 the duo charted on both R&B and the Hot 100 a further eight times;
'Wish You Didn't Have To Go', 'Shake A Tail Feather', 'I Take What I Want', 'Let Love Come
Between Us', 'Do Unto Me', 'I Can Remember', 'Help Yourself' and 'Untie Me', all on the Bell label.
Their appeal was showing definite signs of losing its lustre. So tired of the life on the road, creative
tension relating to his professional music career, Dickey retired in 1970. He returned to Tallahassee
taking up a job as a city maintenance supervisor. He continued to sing and play guitar with his
church and as a member of the Bethlehem Male Singers.
James carried on for a while as a solo artist. He eventually found a new Bobby in Ben Moore,
charting in the UK in 1976 with a remake of 'I'm Your Puppet'. In 1977 with his new Bobby they
toured the UK in 1977.
Dickey died on December 29 2011, cause of death unknown.
"WHAT WE'RE GONNA DO RIGHT HERE IS GO BACK...." (Troglodyte).
JIMMY CASTOR
Jimmy Castor had an amazingly diverse career as a singer,
songwriter, saxophonist, arranger, which tended to overshadow his
importance in any one style. He was best known as a gimmicky
purveyor of dance orientated novelties.
Born in New York on June 22 1943, Castor in fact began his
musical career in 1956 as a tenor voice in several youthful doo-wop
groups. He wrote and recorded 'I Promise To Remember' for Wing
records in 1956, with his vocal group the Juniors. He joined Frankie
Lymon's brother Lewis's group the Teen-Cords.
By 1960 Castor had moved from singing to playing the saxophone,
and was featured in that role on Dave 'Baby' Cortez’s hit 'Rinky
Dink'. He continued as sideman and session player in New York
until the short lived Latin craze of 1966 gave him a nationwide
smash hit with, 'Hey Leroy, Your Mama's Callin You', on Smash
records.
Unable to follow the hit, Castor drifted back into session work, until
the formation of the Jimmy Castor Bunch in 1972. Originally
recorded for CBS, their debut album, IT'S JUST BEGUN, actually
appeared on RCA where the track, 'Troglodyte (Cave Man)', a
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ridiculous piece of electronic funk, took off all by itself to become one of the year’s biggest hits.
Once again, another hit was not forthcoming, but in 1974 Castor signed with Atlantic records and
managed to come through with a run of consistent hits, including 'The Bertha Butt Boogie', 'King
Kong', and 'Space Age'. In total he knocked up eight Atlantic R&B chart appearances.
He toured the UK in the 1975 with the successful Atlantic Super Soul package featuring Sister
Sledge, Ben E King and the Detroit Spinners. I caught this show at the Granada,
Southampton. I don't remember Mr Castor's turn, but I do the Spinners, very much.
Castor was unable to ride the disco boom of the late seventies. He
appeared once again in 1982, with a new smash pop hit, 'E-Man Remember you're in
Boogie 82', on the Salsoul label. He had further minor R&B hits up until safe soul hands with....
1988 for a variety of labels. He continued to perform on and off over
the years. Much of his work has been heavily sampled.

SOULBOY

He died on January 16 2012, from heart failure.

Keep on keeping on

Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker (USA) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1. The Alex Haley best seller “Roots” was produced by David Wolper and via ABC the mini-series
was seen by 130 million television viewers, more than half the USA. It ran for eight nights in 1977,
and chronicled Kunta Kinte who was enslaved as a teenager in 18th century West Africa to be sold
in America. It gained 145 honours including 9 Emmy awards. Wolper died in April 2010 aged 82
from congestive heart disease and complications of Parkinson’s disease. Source: Las Vegas
Sentinal Voice 12.4.10
2. Four and a bit pages of the best in blues music reviewing 8 CDs including “Howling Wolf, His
Best”, MCA/Chess, 1997. Real name Chester Burnette, born in Mississippi and mentored by Sonny
Boy Williamson 11 and Charlie Patton. After army service he moved to W. Memphis, Arkansas and
then Chicago where he recorded for Chess until his death. “His Best” contains 20 classics whilst
the treble disc, 75 tracks CD “Howling Wolf The Chess Box” is a must. Source: Parke Puterbaugh,
US Airways Attaché, December 2005
3. Cornell Dupree born 1942 heard Johnny Guitar Watson and taught himself guitar. Aged 19 King
Curtis took Dupree to New York to join his band The King Pins. During the late 1960’s Dupree was
at Atlantic Records. In the 1970s Dupree began his own recordings, and in the mid 1970s to the
early 1980s Dupree was a member of the jazz funk band “Stuff” who earned 5 gold albums. Recently
performed with the Bayou Buddies and Soul Survivors. Died 8.5.11. Source: Don Heckman, Los
Angeles Times, 13.5.11
4. Over three tabloid pages about Nathaniel “Magnificent” Montague. Aged 83 and describes
himself as a Negro, Jewish and in 1955. Married to Rose, a white woman from Lafayette, he
invented the term “Burn, baby burn” during the 1965 Watts riots. A DJ working in many cities, and
now in Los Angeles, Nathaniel has amassed over 6000 artefacts of black culture and this takes up
most of the feature. The bigger story to appear later in the TFTW magazine. Source: Steve
Bomfeld, Las Vegas Review, 19.6.11
5. The Nashville HQ of Gibson Guitar Corp and three factories were raided on August 24th by SWAT
teams with a warrant issued under a conservation law called the Lacy Act. The CEO, Mr. Henry
Juszkiewicz had to watch as feds stripped Gibson of its Indian rosewood which is used on
fingerboards and other exotic materials. A letter to President Obama whose daughters have
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Gibsons did not receive a reply. Nor have there been any charges. Source: Nancy deWolf Smith,
The Wall Street Journal, 12.11.11
6. Robert P. Marcucci and Peter DeAngelis borrowed $10K from Marcucci’s father to start
Chancellor Records in Philadelphia. They signed Frankie Avalon, 16, in1957 who was in a band
Rocco and The Saints. Fabian was later signed and after 2 years bought out his contract and
successfully sued Marcucci who inspired the film The Idolmaker, claiming defamation of character
amongst others. Marcucci who also produced “The Razor’s Edge” died in March 2011 aged 81.
Source: Dennis McLellan, L.A, Times 16.3.11
7. A regular feature called Main Street USA, and this focus is on Tupelo, Miss. birthplace of Elvis.
Pat Rasberry is the Tupelo film commissioner, so when Summerhill Television of Toronto decided
to produce an Elvis documentary, “Church Of Elvis”, it was Pat who ensured all the doors were
open. Nice photos of the George H. Booth Tupelo Hardware Store where Elvis bought his first guitar
with Howard Hite, cousin of 3rd generation owner of the store being interviewed. Source: Locations
Magazine 2011
8. Ray (Raphael) Homer Bryant was a house pianist at the Blue Note, Philadelphia, and played with
Charlie Parker, Miles Davis and Sonny Rollins among others. Growing up with the blues his first solo
album was in 1958 “Alone with the Blues”. Ray toured with Carmen McCrae in 1956-57 and played
with Coleman Hawkins at the 1957 Newport Jazz Festival. He moved to New York in the late 1950’s
and his first hit in 1960 was “Little Susie”. He died aged 79 in New York. Source: Keith Thursby,
L.A. Times, 11.6.11
9. Buddy Holly had 20/800 vision in both eyes so he could not read the top line of an eye chart, so
says 96 years old J. Davis Armistead, Buddy’s optometrist in Lubbock, W. Texas. The famous black
frame glasses style was popular in Mexico and J. Davies brought back 2 pairs, one demi amber after
a holiday there. Buddy took the black. Henry Stanger retired optometrist from Courmettes and Gaul
in New York also remembers fitting Holly with Mexican frames. Source: Charles Passy, Wall Street
Journal, 12.12.11
10. Phelps “Catfish” Collins died of cancer at his home in Cincinnati. 6.8.10. He was an R&B and
funk guitarist and the older brother of Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame musician William “Bootsy” Collins.
Catfish played with James Brown’s J.B, Parliament-Funkadelic and in his brother’s Rubber Band.
The brothers backed up James Brown on classics such as “Get Up (I Feel Like Being a) Sex
Machine. They also performed on the soundtrack of the 2007 Judd Apatow comedy “Superbad”.
Source: Los Angeles Times 14.8.10
11. The Beach Boys were formed in Hawthorne in 1961 and a 50th anniversary world tour of 50
shows including Brian Wilson, Mike Love, Al Jardine, Bruce Johnston, and David Marks will begin
in April, specific dates to be advised. A stop will include the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival.
Wilson is currently recording a new album of originals and will top a retrospective series that
includes a new greatest hits collection and a career spanning box set. Source: August Brown, Los
Angeles Times, 17.12.11
12. Roy Orbison died in 1988 age 52, and is buried at Westwood Village Memorial Park in Los
Angeles. Barbara, Roy’s widow had been managing Roy’s estate since the 1980’s, and with her son
Roy Kelton Orbison, co-produced a four cd box set of 107 recordings. This included 12 previously
unreleased tracks “Roy Orbison the Soul of Rock and Roll”. Barbara died of pancreatic cancer Dec
6th 2011, the 25th anniversary of Roy’s death, and is buried next to him. Source: Las Vegas Review
Journal, 10.12.11
13. Mr. Serpas appointed police chief of New Orleans in May 2010, he was the former police chief
of Nashville, Tenn. In his first 18 months 60 officers fired or resigned, nearly 200 left overall. 164
homicides from January to November which is ten times the national average. The Justice Dept.
notes gangs and drugs are the principal reasons for the national murder rate but not so in the Big
Easy, “arguments and disputes that escalate into homicides”. Source: Douglas McCollam, Wall
Street Journal, 12.11.11
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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When Woodie Gordon Fleming informed me that Little Victor was
in town, more than a couple of us thought we recognised the
name, and I was certain I had a 45rpm believing wrongly he was
a first generation swamp rocker. So with Alan Lloyd the TFTW I.T.
man, we were happy to drop into the North London Boogaloo club,
particularly as it is located in our neck of the woods. A little detail
about the Boogaloo; sub titled “The Jive Dive” on its rock and roll
nights, Kav Kavanagh and Suzy Q spin the platters, a small
wooden dance floor with no formal stage, but a raised bar and
plenty of seating.
On this particular night the venue was nicely packed with dancers
I recognised from other local venues, including the introvert guy in
a flouncy red dress and tights I last saw dancing outside my chalet
to the sounds of the Rhythm Riot Ramblers at Camber Sands.
Not difficult to identify the white Little Victor, since he had set up a
one man band complete with bass drum, harmonica and guitar,
and I did manage to snatch a few minutes conversation. However,
what with the noise and southern drawl, I probably missed more than I heard, but Little Victor is
American and southern and well steeped in the blues. The detailed sleeve notes from his latest CD
“Boogie All Night” informs us he is 44, reared and raised in Memphis, “hot days wailing on Beale
Street”, lived in Austin and played around Louisiana, and probably all over the world I guess.
Currently resides in Spain.
Without wishing to further categorise the blues sounds I
heard on the night, as I believe others have to their peril,
if you are a fan of the blues on the SUN label pre Elvis, e.g.
“Feeling Good”, you will not be disappointed. This set of
boogie blues was powered out of what appeared to be a
couple of 1950’s amp speakers, and with a voice nice n’
black n’ gravelly, we had more cats jumpin’ than Col. Tom
Parker’s chickens on a hot plate. Victor’s guitar wielding
sidekick did not make it on the night, so Kav sat in playing
rhythm which sounded fine to me. A broken string, “never
happens,” saw some changing of guitars and Kav retiring
back to the DJ console. However as luck would happen,
in strolls a blues icon, and a bonus song from Big Joe Louis.
I heard Victor identifying the second track from his new CD, and I guess there were more, but
playing in a rock and roll club determines music to jive to, so for slower
numbers you and I will need to discover what is on his recorded output.
A successful show for the club, host and DJs, we wished Victor well on
his tour, an au revoir to Kav and back home in thirty minutes.
Unless Little Victor returns to the UK again you may well have missed
this tour, but catch the more detailed reviews in the blues magazines.
The Boogaloo, 312 Archway Road, Highgate, London, N6 5AT.
http://www.theboogaloo.co.uk/
Jive Dive At The Boogaloo - contacts: 07721 489489/07708 205516.
First Monday per month.
Words and pictures Ken Major
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14 tracks penned by Victor Mac and recorded at the Kyle Harris
studio in Phoenix, Arizona which was famous for recordings by
Lee Hazlewood and Al Casey. 60 tracks were canned of which
only four were previously released on the vinyl “Blues
Shakedown” EP on Witchcraft label.
The sleeve notes review the CD perfectly, so a précis here is all
that is required to give the reader a flavour of what to expect.
Tracks
1. I’m Gonna Let You Go, inspired by Howlin’ Wolf with a slice of Hotshot Love and Papa
Lightfoot
2. Boogie All Nite Long, extremely “Feelin’ Good” as heard on Mark Lamarr's “God’s Jukebox”
after Victor appeared at the Rhythm Riot
3. Another Sleepness Night, another Wolf inspiration
4. Goin’ Back To Memphis, familiar rockin’ SUN riffs, Pat Hare etc.
5. Iraq Blues, some say has a John Lee Hooker feel
6. Ida Mae Blues, another classic fast rockin’ Jnr. Parker SUN sound
7. Blind Man Boogie, a clompin’ rhythmic gospel edge with some good slide guitar
8. Miz Mary Lee, Green Onions riff
9. Can’t Get No Mail, Elmore James slide
10. Raggedy & Dirty, a blues stomp with some nice rim shots
11. This Old House, a Chicago harp dominated blues foot-tapper
12. This Ole House, as previous but more down in the alley
13. Run Walk Or Crawl, heavy Excello sounding
14. Swamp Twist, another version of No. 4 with Jimmy Spruill type guitar
15. I’m Low, electric pre-war country style blues
A blues CD for rock and roll lovers of the SUN and Excello sounds.
Released September 2011: Musicians Johnny Rapp, Mario Moreno, Bill Tarsha, Brian Fahey,
Bob Corritore, Dave Forster, Sophie Kay.
Ken Major
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Letters to the Editor
Embassy
Hi Keith,
I was listening to the Radio 2 "Imelda
Mayhem" show just before Xmas, and Imelda
commented that when she was a kid "you
could buy albums just for the label, and you
knew you were to come home with something
that you like even if you didn't know who it was
on the album. You could get Capitol, Decca,
Chess or Embassy. You could get all of these
great albums, bring them home, and you was
kinda assured almost with the name of that
record label you was going to get some good
quality."
After the show I had a quick look through my
LPs (now commonly referred to as "albums"),
and I found Capitol, American Decca and
Chess labels, but no Embassy. I obviously
missed out here, and I would be pleased if you
could recommend an Embassy LP to
complement my collection.
Most sincerely
Ken Major

Good morning Alan.
Internet Explorer
downloaded fine for me. I
spent the next couple of
hours enjoying issue 64's
content. Very interesting
reviews and articles kept
me quiet for ages, the wife
was delighted. Congrats to
all concerned for their input
and knowledge, I look
forward to 65 with great
anticipation.
Best wishes to all Woodies
and Greetings from the
d'Avensac family.
Regards.
John d'Avensac

Hi Keith
Interesting latest edition and
pleased to see The Tams featured
as these have been long time
favourites of mine and sadly
overlooked by many, I think
potentially due to their minimal chart
success and thus lack of exposure
to the masses.
In my earlier days of wishing to
promote a US Rock’n’Roll Show on
UK soil, I made contact with Charles
& Diane Pope and they have been
in contact with me sporadically ever
since the 90's. Not sure if the budget
would extend but it would certainly
be amazing to see Charles gig with
the TFTW house band. Just a
dream!
Have a good Christmas and
hopefully we will get a few minutes
to meet in Jan.
Best wishes
Dick Taylor

Hi Keith,
Dominique sent me a copy of your review of
my CD “Now and Then – Volume I”
That was mighty nice of you.
FYI, tomorrow, 6th December 2011, I will be
eighty (80) years old… and enjoying my music
activities more than ever, thanks to old and new
friends around the world.
Also, on my Facebook page,
http://www.facebook.com/jerrykgreen, a video
has been posted of me singing a Foster & Rice
song, “Closest Thing To Heaven” at Foster’s
annual Birthday Bash on November 16, 2011, at
the Commodore Grille in the Holiday Inn SelectVanderbilt in Nashville.
Thanks,
Jerry K Green
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Rock’n’Roll Quiz
By Neil Foster
(N.B. Some of these questions are serious!)
1.
2.
3.

Where was Fabian born?
Who sang on the EP “Peace in the Valley”?
Who jumped on top of Little Richard’s piano in “Don’t Knock the
Rock”?
4. Alan Freed was a record-breaking DJ. Why?
5. Who covered Pat Boone’s “Ain’t that a shame”?
6. Jerry Lee Lewis caused a sensation when it was revealed that he had
married his 13 year-old cousin. Right?
7. There are five unusual events that took place in connection with
“Rock Around The Clock”. What were they?
8. Who was the Rock’n’Roll singer who was even younger than Frankie
Lymon?
9. The biggest riots occurred at this singer’s concerts. Who was he?
10. Who or what was the original “Living Doll?
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New Orleans from 1920
Historic Ramblings of a Jazz Aficionado
“And all that Jazz”
When the original Dixieland Jazz Band came to London to appear at the Hippodrome, a review critic
wrote in The Performer, dated 10th April 1919, “the best qualification of a Jazzist is to have no
knowledge of music and no musical ability beyond that of making noises on the piano, clarinet,
cornet or trap drum!!”
Did the Melody Maker not state almost the same thing about a certain Elvis Presley?
The original Dixieland Jazz Band moved to the Palladium, and then had a 9 month spell at the
Hammersmith Palais, and then performed for King George V at Buckingham Palace… not bad for
“failures”. Also in Europe at that time was Sidney Bechet, who decided to stay in Europe and was
dubbed a genius by the French Press.
1920 saw the recording of Crazy Blues by Mamie Smith; that
recording went on to sell a million copies. Whites were amazed
at this; they could not understand how a black population
could have acquired a million record players in the first
place… perhaps they borrowed or shared.
In Chicago, King Oliver formed his own band; this was later
to become the Creole Jazz Band. Also making waves at this
time was Ferdinand “Jelly Roll” Morton, who began his
career as a pianist in a brothel before moving into primping
and Hotel and Casino management. He recorded in Chicago
and formed his “Red Hot Peppers”. Not only did he claim to
have created Jazz in 1902, but also to have formulated Blues
Singing - he certainly was a “busy man”!
Prohibition in America came into effect in 1920, but that is another story.
After a very long time Ragtime finally faded away and Stride Pianists
came to the fore. James P. Johnson recorded his first version of
Carolina Shout in 1921. This record had a great influence on Fats
Waller and Duke Ellington.
Stride Pianists became virtuosos of the piano, and adopted a sort of
uniform of wearing Homburg hats and smoking large cigars.

James P. Johnson

In 1923 Louis Armstrong made his first recording with King Oliver’s
Creole Jazz Band. Test recordings showed Louis playing what was
almost a solo. To counter this he was moved further back, and Joe
Oliver also moved back.

After a while Louis’s wife Lil, found out that Oliver was skimming
Louis’s salary; she insisted he left, but she stayed. Louis approached
Ollie Powers who was leading a band at the Dreamland, and he was accepted. He was then offered
a job in New York by Fletcher Henderson. After much prodding by his wife Louis accepted, and from
there his lengthy career started in earnest.
Other members of Joe Oliver’s Band later found out that their salaries were being skimmed, so they
left, thus breaking up the band.

Ian McNeil
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music
To backtrack a few months, The Ponderosa Stomp this past September in New Orleans at the Howling Wolf
was again a particular delight because it is always attended annually by many of your most die-hard music
lovers and music writers from England. In fact, you've probably read everybody's accounts and this column
today might be old news. The exciting English group seems to grow yearly, and mix and match each year
according to whomever can work out their travel schedules with coordinator-extraordinaire Ken Major (we
dubbed him "Major Ken," but he can also be, "Ken - The English Music Major!"). Our personal involvement
with this wonderful TFTW magazine is due to Ken Major whom Patty met one Ponderosa Stomp at the House
of Blues, along with Woodie Bob Edwards. Armand and Patty have remained steadfast friends with your
group ever since. Thank you Keith Woods for TFTW, your brainchild!
To recap, a Texas critic Jon Black at the Ponderosa Stomp 2010, House of Blues, wrote about Armand's
piano playing (as a "guest piano player" with local rockabilly legend Jay Chevalier): "The real instrumental
star ... was New Orleans keyboardist Armand St. Martin. An iconic roots musician in his own right, St. Martin
delivered what was, quite frankly, one of the most impressive and technically intricate rockabilly piano solos
this reviewer has ever witnessed - his hands moving so fast they dissolved into a translucent pink blur
covering the keyboard."
Cut to September's Ponderosa Stomp 2011. One all-time
"highlight of the tour" was the recognition of one of the
main architects of the New Orleans sound, J&M recording
studio owner Cosimo Matassa. These two links sum it up
better than we ever could: Cosimo Matassa and the first
video clip. Headline highlights also worthy of big mention
include the rave live performances by GG Shinn, Allen
Toussaint, Jean Knight, Frankie Ford, Jivin' Gene, The
Creole Zydeco Farmers, Bobby Rush, Guitar Lightnin'
Lee, David Batiste, Little Freddie King and more. Armand
not only performed on keyboards/piano, and back-up
vocals, for Jay Chevalier and the Haunted Hearts in The
Backstage with Jay Chevalier, Stomp 2010
Den and also on the Main Stage, but the Stomp 2011
ended up featuring Armand as "guest pianoman" (and
back-up vocalist) in the Main Stage's houseband with
hard-hitting pros Deke Dickerson and the Eccofonics whenever the headliners required piano. (Normally
Armand is the front man and lead vocalist for his own New Orleans-styled music.)
From Armand's point of view, here's his first-hand story, for those interested, of being the "guest piano player"
(and sometimes back-up vocalist) at the Stomp 2011 for 6 headlining artists, in 7 headliner shows, over 2
days (2 concerts Friday night, 5 concerts back to back Saturday night), with 2 days’ notice for all the
headliners’ material but Jay's):
"First of all, the great rockabilly legend Jay Chevalier has invited me to be his special guest piano player in
his band at the Stomp for several years now, as well for most of his larger shows in Louisiana. Going into
the 2011 Stomp I was originally booked to play 2 sets, on the Main Stage and in the Wolf Den, with Jay
Chevalier and the Haunted Hearts. We'd had a solid rehearsal even though we know the set stone-cold. In
the Den, Jay immediately took command of the stage and the scene. He is a true entertainer, always
polished, engaging his audience from start to finish with his folksy personality, banter, original songs, and
terrific guitar playing. He's a strong bandleader and knows exactly what he wants to attain with each song.
I can attest that these rockabilly sets really burned. Jay has “played all over the world, and Mississippi, too!”
(his quote!). He is very experienced, a confident and humorous front man - the complete Louisiana character
and friend.
"After performing in the Den, later that same Friday evening, we took Jay's tight original show with his mix of
classic Louisiana favorites to the Main Stage and let 'em have it again! I almost missed the first song because
the scheduling was running behind, so I stayed in the Den which by then didn't have any more acts running
in it, to rest my eyes since I'd been going non-stop with my own shows in New Orleans and with having a
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great time meeting up with visiting Woodies. I asked Jay to give me a heads-up when it was time to go on
because he was also in the Den next to me, doing exactly what I was doing! Suddenly, I heard a loud
announcement all the way from the Main Stage several rooms away, “Can Armand St. Martin please come
to the stage!” I jumped up, Jay was nowhere to be seen, and I rushed to the stage just in time to slide into
place at the piano as Jay kicked off his set! (We are still laughing over this; he had found out at the last
minute that the schedule was juggled to put Jay on - on-time after all. In the confusion and with his own rush
to get on stage, he had forgotten he was supposed to keep me posted!) Both of Jay's shows were
back-to-back music successes, hot from beginning note to encore.
"To backtrack, on the Wednesday night prior to the weekend of the Stomp, Patty got a call from Dr. (Ike)
Padnos, Founder of the Ponderosa Stomp, asking if I would be willing to back up a number of other
headlining artists, like I do for Jay, as the guest piano player with houseband, Deke Dickerson and the
Eccofonics, on the Main Stage Saturday night for living legends Lavelle White, Clifford Curry and Big Jay
McNeely. He'd tracked down my phone number from Jay. (The Haunted Hearts were also the houseband
for a variety of the headliners when a piano player wasn't necessary for the sound.)
"Patty didn't hesitate on the spot to book me and negotiate with Dr. Ike on this totally unexpected phone call,
even though she was realizing I would have 19 songs to learn for an added 3 headliners, by Saturday's
concerts. (I wasn't home when the call came and she knew these shows weren't going to be just jam
sessions but would take some homework.) You can imagine how our house suddenly became abuzz with
activity, with so much going on in my own music career along with hosting an out-of-town music critic whom
we had never met in person before who was staying at our house! Plus, the long-awaited Woodies, whom
we'd been so excited to hook up with, were arriving into New Orleans from all directions and were spread out
around various hotels downtown. Plus, I still had Jay's rehearsal and his 2 shows to play Friday night! Plus,
we only have one car (since Katrina) to use in order to time-manage everything. Our schedules went from
zero to 60 in less than that 60 second phone call! Dr. Ike's stage manager rushed his hand-delivered CD of
the songs to our home by late Wednesday or Thursday morning (I forget which!), along with each artist's song
lists. I immediately set to work listening to the CD and making copious notes (while the phone and emails
were ringing off the hook!). But I felt totally prepared by the time rehearsal rolled around barely two days
later, on that Saturday afternoon of the Stomp.
"Patty 'booked' the 2 hour rehearsal for me for early Saturday afternoon which quickly turned into nearly 7
hours of rehearsals at the Howling Wolf without a break, 1 pm until 7:45, ending just 15 minutes before the
doors opened at 8 sharp. The houseband and headliners were first rate awe-inspiring pros, especially given
many of the headliners’ ages. (I've been on national tours before, but never have I had to learn material this
quickly for so many headliners in a row with no lead time.) At 7:45 pm, I dashed home in uptown from
downtown for a quick shower and to change into my performance clothes. Patty pulled me up to the entrance
by 8:30 pm. Thank goodness she dropped me off, as it took her an hour to find parking, and I rushed in, just
as the Gate Committee was beginning to worry about my whereabouts at the Artist Entrance door. They
frantically escorted me through the crowded room to the stage, and I was all set at the piano for the very first
downbeat. That's rock n roll! The amazing evening had begun!
"Deke Dickerson and his bass player and drummer were the core house band for the entire night, adding
myself to half the evening on piano and back-up vocals, and adding a powerful horn section when called for.
Deke is an incredibly likeable and talented band leader, and he and his players took to my piano-playing right
away in rehearsal. The blues, funk, R&B, country, rock and roll, rockabilly, and other American roots forms
come to me naturally since I have played them in these 46 years (and counting) as a professional musician.
"First we backed up Lavelle White. Louisiana-born, she is a sultry blues singer from Texas, and it was really
a pleasure to back her up. She knew how to work the crowd and work the song, so I followed her body
language as she held the room spellbound. She was born in 1929 and has been successfully writing songs
since she was 12 and touring as a recording artist since age 15.
"The next headliner on the roster was baritone soul singer Clifford Curry from Tennessee who has a 70's
pulsing kind of feel, and the houseband and I were right there with him. 'Soul Ranger' and 'She Shot a Hole
In My Soul,' two of his hits, pumped along with a strong bass underneath. I had plenty of room to rock and
add excitement to the mix. The evening was flying high! Clifford, like Lavelle, really knew how to work the
material from years of experience on the road with hit songs.
"Big Jay McNeely is a legend in rock and roll and certainly amongst sax players! He had specific demands
and unusual arrangements, and knew what he wanted. He led us through a good rehearsal that afternoon,
and took off like a rocket that night. What a dramatic showman! He came in from the back of the room with
a portable mike, making his way through the crowd as they parted for him while he played his tenor sax with
his signature opening to Big Jay's 'Deacon's Hop'. He pulled off his very physical performance and he is
unbelievably 84 years old. His first hit was in 1949! Very exciting balls-to-the-walls rockin'!
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"Then, as an extra treat for me, Deke had asked me at the rehearsal earlier in the day if I would go ahead
and rehearse with Billy Boy Arnold, even though this wasn't in the original plan. 'Of course!' (Afterwards, I
received wonderful compliments for my blues playing from Billy, and from many others including from none
other than John Broven and Ken Major.) Towards the end of Billy's set, Lavelle slinked back onto stage to
share some more limelight, surprising all of us, even Billy! She mixed it up with Billy in a saucy duet, and
from the piano I could see the crowd go ape-___!
"With the crowd still in a frenzy, Gretna, Louisiana's own Joe Clay, at 72 who is as limber as a gymnast, flew
onto the stage for some swinging rockabilly. Deke plowed right into his material, with me still on stage on
piano. I wasn't set at all to perform with Joe, but I didn't hesitate and off we went! Joe was all over the place
on stage, like a seasoned athlete. At one point he took over the drums from Deke's drummer without either
of them missing a beat! Deke's drummer held the mike for Joe to sing as he played the drums, and then
flawlessly transitioned back to his drums as Joe took off in another direction. An amazing crowd-pleaser!
"So, by the end of the Stomp 2011, I had the honor to have played with 6 legendary artists, 5 whose music I
didn’t know beforehand and none except Jay that I had planned to back-up just a few days prior. I like any
challenge! If it's American roots, I am confident (and was confident then) that I can jump in, follow the singer
and the song, and bring something extra and exciting to the mix. Big fun for me! The more I play, the more
I play; something takes over inside of me I can't explain and my fingers go flying!
"What was most moving to me was how personally super-nice these legendary greats were to work with.
Each had long lists of credits, many were discovered long ago in their youth and have had illustrious
recording, touring, and songwriting careers, with hits under their belts for decades. In some cases, they have
been rediscovered in recent years and are back at it again, full-throttle. They are delivering remarkable,
high-energy, outstanding performances. Their showmanship is awe-inspiring, not only to their audiences but
also to us, their back-up band members on stage.
Patty and I encourage you to Google these living legends who are featured at the Ponderosa Stomp, if you
haven't already, and enjoy their music history and music videos. The Stomp provides a lot of great American
music annually under one roof in a great American city. The fact that these acts are touring and performing
at current concerts, nationally and internationally, with the energy and enthusiasm it takes to be headliners,
is astonishing! They really earned and deserved the applause I personally witnessed from the stage at the
Ponderosa Stomp 2011!"
Backstage with legendary blue-eyed-soul
GG Shinn who has his own "GG's Club" in
Alexandria, Louisiana.

Armand with Jivin' Gene and John Trahey of
Haunted Hearts

VIP section with Lavelle White (and grandson),
and Billy Boy Arnold for both of whom Armand
guested on piano, Stomp 2011.

Deke Dickerson, leader of the houseband for the
Main Stage
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Backstage with Big Joe McNeely
who Armand "guested for on
piano" at the Stomp 2011.

Ken Major at Mimi's with TFTW's group

(All photos by Patty Lee)
Billy Boy Arnold with Woodies
Guess which of the Woodies this is at the
Stomp 2011!

Now, cutting forward again, this time to January, 2012, Mimi's in the Marigny was announced as the winner
for the Best Neighborhood Bar featuring Music at the Offbeat Magazine awards ceremony. According to their
own press, "The vibe at Mimi's is more house party than hotspot and the reasons the bar rates #1 in the city
are as diverse as the regulars who make it so." Other local publications have voted Mimi's as the Best
Neighborhood Bar by Where Y'at Magazine, and the Best Bar in New Orleans by Gambit. Nightly live music
and DJs are enjoyed. Mimi's particularly fits into this month's column because during the Stomp 2011, the
TFTW's Stompers gathered together fellow Woodies, Jay McCaddin and Paula, and Patty and Armand, to
enjoy Jay Chevalier-play-alikes in a younger form, Michael Hurtt and the Haunted Hearts. Before, during the
long breaks, and afterwards, the DJ played styles of songs that rockabilly and rock ‘n’ rollers love from the
fifties.
Not to forget, New Orleans has its big party scene coming up with Mardi Gras! Each year the date of Mardi
Gras changes depending upon when Lent arrives on the calendar for Ash Wednesday. This year, Mardi Gras
Day ("Fat Tuesday") which always falls on a Tuesday annually, is February 21, 2012. Parades! Costumes!
Music! Marching bands! Food! Drink! Mardi Gras Beads! Tens of thousands of people in the streets! Mardi
Gras can be what you want to make it! Every club, every venue, public and private parties and special
events, Mardi Gras Balls, and more, are all jam-packed with party-hoppers and music! Although Mardi Gras
festivities kick in the weekend going into Mardi Gras, Twelfth Night actually officially kicks off Mardi Gras
season, every January 6th. Patty and Armand attended the first Ball of the season, ladies in gowns, men in
tails, for the Twelfth Night Revelers, at the Ritz Carlton, and also other old-line Balls from various "Mardi Gras
Krewes." A local New Orleans music magazine, Break-Thru, has a feature on Armand in this issue,
January/February 2012 beginning with how Armand and Patty want to "Make Mardi Gras a National Holiday!"
and then covering some highlights of Armand's music background.
To give you an idea of the breadth of Mardi Gras parading, here is the link to the Parade schedule. Mardi
Gras is for all ages, not everybody heads to Bourbon Street to enjoy this "World's Largest Free Party!"
Musical line-ups for Mardi Gras range from the elegant Balls to the smallest get-togethers. Armand penned
an EP Cassette titled: Be Your Own Parade to explain to the world that "anybody can party during Mardi
Gras, even if you party by yourself." His music video, "Must Be the Mardi Gras" yearly airs on local TV.
Armand is also annually the Roving Artist Reporter for Hooah! Radio, and can be heard direct from Mardi
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Gras, February 20th (Lundi Gras) 9 am - 11 am and February 21 (Mardi Gras Day) 5 pm - 7 pm on DJ Bette's
show. Music performances traditionally not to miss during Mardi Gras range from Deacon John and the
Ivories, Jimmy Maxwell Orchestra, Armand St. Martin's Maison C'est Bon Jazz Trio, the Soul Rebels, and
Irma Thomas, to Lionel Ferbos & the Palm Court Jazz Band, the Bucktown Allstars, the Top Cats, the Neville
Brothers, and more.
Upcoming for next time is the 2012 Jazz Fest lineup which has been released and will feature Bruce
Springsteen, The Eagles, BeauSoleil, C.J. Chenier & the Red Hot Louisiana Band, The Dixie Cups, Nathan
& the Zydeco Cha Chas, New Orleans Indian Rhythm Section, Little Freddie King Blues Band, Dwayne
Dopsie & the Zydeco Hellraisers, Lost Bayou Ramblers, Tab Benoit, Allen Toussaint,Tom Petty & the
Heartbreakers, John Mayer, Herbie Hancock, Al Green, Bonnie Raitt, Levon Helm, Gospel Inspirations of
Boutte, Jeffery Broussard & Creole Cowboys, and many more! Current Jazz Fest 2012 line-up.
If you are planning to attend Jazz Fest: Friday, April 27 – Sunday, April 29 and Thursday, May 3 – Sunday,
May 6, tickets are on sale. Packages for the first (3 days) or second (4 days) weekend are available for
$40/day. Individual tickets are $45 through February 29, when they go up to $50. Tickets at the gate are $65,
unless you can pass for 10 years old or younger, in which case they’re $5. Go to any Jazz Fest website for
details.
With Festival season upon New Orleans and Louisiana, we hope you continue to. . .
Stay tuned. . . .

Star of the TV Rock’n’Roll show ‘Wham’ in 1960, his first
professional appearance was on the legendary Gene Vincent
& Eddie Cochran tour which ran from January through to April
1960. The river of time has taken Danny through the flow of his
life to being seventy years young and this rocking birthday night
at ‘Castle Rock’, an excellent venue run by charismatic owner
Dennis Cook and Wow, what a night it was, it really was.
The first set started with a brilliant rocking band called ‘Good
Old Boys’ survivors of a lifetime of
Rock’n’Rolling around this world
of musical tours. Lead singer
Alan Barratt, Nick Simper on
bass, Richard Hudson, drums,
Simon Bishop, guitar, Pete Parks,
guitar. This entire band out of ex
top groups, including the Strawbs,
Deep
Purple,
Renaissance,
Warhorse, Hudson Fords. Some
of their numbers amongst the
many others included: Hound Dog, Be Bop A Lula, I’m Ready, Sleep
Walk, Don’t Let Go, Make Believe, and an excellent version of Oh Well
that they now have recorded. Alan amused us all by saying ”First time
we are playing to an audience mostly older than ourselves” and from
our point of view this was a great night to be still alive, but on the other
hand, it is always good to be alive!
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This was his night to rock with his friends and Danny, who recorded for
the legendary Joe Meek at his Holloway studio, had many friends from the
present as well as from the past. Impresario Keith Woods, Ken Major
‘Woodie’, including Tony Parkin, actor and writer, John Spencely, lead
guitar and Robb Davies, bass from the TFTW house band plus many
‘Woodies‘ of that well known club of fifties roots fans and many musicians
not all who sang or played but were there to celebrate this special night
with Danny and Emily Rivers.
During the second set Alan Barratt started introducing Danny’s rocking
friends, each to do one number, far too many to sing more than one, on
this brilliant night of Rock’n’Roll. Vince Eager, he and Danny go back to
being childhood friends, kicked it all off with an excellent rendition of Mean Woman Blues, Elvis
style, followed by Cliff Edmonds with the Gene Vincent number Rocky Road Blues and the dancing
started. With all the singers coming and going so fast, I was helped by Giulia James taking notes
because trying to hear over the rocking band was difficult! Mind you it was difficult for me to hear
between band numbers, as a lifetime of playing, filming or just
listening to Rock’n’Roll, may mean that I have not quite the hearing
I had way back when I was nearly young! The bopping carried on
as Shakey continued with Walking The Dog. The night of fun,
excitement with friends and loud Rock’n’Roll continued. After all, we
are all going to have enough of the deafening sound of silence when
we lay in that cold, cold ground: So turn up the volume and enjoy.
Dave Sampson kept all us going with Johnny B Goode and Gerry
Champion (Rockin’ Gerry), as always, rocked our socks off with
High School Confidential.
A short pause and Danny Rivers was on stage, to thank all for coming
to his birthday bash, which included a free buffet and helping him
celebrate his 70th with good mates both old and new. Of course he
sang a few numbers and of course sang Danny, a song he
surprisingly never recorded! Mystery Train, It’s Now Or Never, Since
You’re Gone, amongst some others and he finished off with the only
Cliff Richard song he knew, Move It. This was a thank you to his wife,
Emily, for their many years together, who had been a dancer and
worked on the film ‘Summer Holiday’ with Cliff. Danny’s river has not
run its course and will meander on for years yet, his voice getting us
to our feet and reminding us of those rocking years of what seems
such a short time ago!
The Good Old Boys continued to rock on but I didn’t jump and jive but
still felt very much alive as the party continued late into the night and
early morning. Finally hitting the sack at 0300 hours, my seventy three years told me aches and
pains, maybe! But you are never too old to
rock; life can still be good and we all will
carry on rocking on until we all are called to
that final gig in the sky.
Tony Annis, stills and text
29th January 2012
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Imagine a concert where Elvis Presley, Eddie Cochran, Gene Vincent, Bill Haley, Little Richard,
Chuck Berry, Buddy Holly, Larry Williams, Carl Perkins and Jerry Lee Lewis are all on the same bill,
and play only their fifties hits.
Imagine a world where Elvis failed to make 30 rotten films, Bill failed to become King of the Mexican
Twist, a world where Buddy, Eddie, Gene, Carl and Larry survived and continued to delight.
That’s the parallel Universe inhabited by LAR Enterprises of Long Island, New York, masters of
doo-wop, where fifties group harmony is preserved in aspic, and The Beatles never came along and
pissed on the Rock’n’Roll firework.
Each year, these promoters present a series of shows celebrating the music of The Marcels, The
Teenagers, The Flamingos, The Clovers, The Jive Five, The Harptones, The Capris, The Edsels
and The Passions. And more.
Considering this is music born sixty years ago, not all the line-ups are original. And this is not the
New York Paramount or even the Brooklyn Fox. Instead, it’s a school hall in Hauppauge in suburban
Long Island, a 1500 capacity venue where guests are not just white flight from Queens, but serious
fans of the music from Australia, Europe, and a sizeable contingent these days from the UK.
The current show is called All Star Doowop Weekend Vol. 9, and it takes its cue from the Alan Freed
package shows of the fifties, where acts play between one and five of their numbers, and minutes
later are replaced by another. Slick. Fast moving. Exciting.
Master of ceremonies is Bobby Jay, a portly Harlemite and walking doowop encyclopaedia
apparently embittered by his exile from US radio, who opens the show with the bad news that
Cadillacs frontman and former Coaster Earl “Speedo” Carroll has had a stroke and won’t be making
the show.
It’s left to The Excellents, from The Bronx, to open proceedings, still with John Kuse on lead vocals,
blasting out their Blast label US hit Coney Island Baby, with a six piece group on the massive black
and white screen behind them, and four onstage. Like every act, they are perfectly turned out, in red
shirts, black jackets and white trousers.
Colourful and tuneful, they pave the way for The Fireflies in yellow jackets, and white trousers, a
four piece in the photo but five on stage to reprise their hits including Gerry Granahan’s You Were
Mine, covered in the UK by Tommy Steele.
The Edsels will live forever thanks to Rama Lama Ding Dong,
a 1958 recording that only became a US hit in the sixties but
their reading of What Brought Us Together chased it up the
charts to prove they were not mere novelty.
The show also features solo acts whose music fits with the
ethos, and first vocalist up is
Jimmy Charles, whose rocking B
side Hopscotch Hop went down so
well at previous shows that he does
it again, something of a contrast to
his million selling ballad A Million to
One.
The promoters like to support upThe Edsels © Tony Wilkinson
and-coming doowop acts as well
as the established stars, and
youthful Dennis Dority Junior wins the Horizon award with perfect
renditions of Peace of Mind, perhaps best known by The Spaniels, and
Dennis Dority Jr
a closeasthis to Elvis version of Love Me.
© Tony Wilkinson
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Joey Villa had two bites of the cherry in the fifties; as a member of The 3 Friends had a minor hit
with Blanche, then went on to join The Royal Teens alongside future Four Seasons member Bob
Gaudio. Young ladies from the audience, including our own Liz Holt, were invited to join Joe for the
chorus to the immortal Short Shorts, which featured in American Graffiti, and multiple Simpsons
episodes. Hilarious fun.
Next up was Norman Fox and the Rob Roys, again from The
Bronx, whose Tell Me Why is in the top eight of any doo-wop fans
Desert Island Discs, and it was performed perfectly, alongside
Dance Girl Dance and Dream Girl.
Most acts were vocals only, but The Passions, from Brooklyn,
turned out to be self-contained, and did full justice to Just To Be
With You, which was a rare writing collaboration between Paul
Simon and Carole King in 1959, before a near perfect take on their
own classic I Only Want You.
Surprise additions to Saturday’s bill were The Jarmels whose Little
Bit of Soap is a latter day standard and they did it well.
Of particular interest to UK Rock’n’Roll fans were The Capris,
Norman Fox
© Tony Wilkinson
whose 1982 recording Morse Code of Love is a staple in the clubs,
and with five piece harmony performed a perfect There’s a Moon
Out Tonight, which took three years from its 1958 recording to turn
into a number one US hit. Featuring Frank Reina from the original line-up, they opened with what
some regarded as an inappropriate Great Balls of Fire before returning to the doo-wop groove in
fine style.
Founded in 1957, The Aquatones were turned out in aquamarine
outfits, and impressed with a So Fine that is not be confused with
either The Fiestas or The Falcons similarly titled number, and gained
a standing ovation for their signature You.
Another late, and valuable addition to the bill was Bobby Lewis, blind
The Aquatones
and 86 years old, in an orange pastel suit whose first of three numbers
© Tony Wilkinson
was performed with his back to the audience until MC Bobby Jay
came onstage to turn him round.
Considering there were in excess of 100 excellent vocalists backstage, it’s a pity none could be
found for the chorus on an otherwise superb Tossing and Turning, the biggest selling record of 1961
which Bobby had to perform alone.
Louisiana’s Jimmy Clanton seems a permanent feature on these shows for no apparent reason
and while he sings well and looks good, and Go Jimmy Go is an acceptable rocker, Just a Dream a
fine swamp popper, there’s a limit to how many times you want to hear Venus in Blue Jeans.
But, forget that, The Willows are on next, and Church Bells May Ring is not only among the best of
the genre, it’s also one of only a dozen doo-wop classics I have owned on 78 from the year dot.
And, talking of the year dot, they still have Tony Middleton on lead, who was a founder member of
the group in 1952, when they sang standards like Let’s Fall in Love, cut for Eldorado in 1957, before
fame and Hello, hello, hello again.
The black suited four piece had fun and some scat singing with compere Bobby Jay, before he
introduced The Mello-Kings, back together again for the first time in ten years.
Fronted by original tenor, Jerry Scholl, the Mount Vernon, NY group offered only Tonite, Tonite and
were gone.
The Harptones have a continuing career in cabaret, but whether opening with the Motown Ain’t No
Mountain High Enough is appropriate for a doo-wop show is subject to debate, but they pulled it
back with Life is But a Dream (no, not a quote from Sh’Boom, it’s the Eton Boating Song!), and were
joined on bass vocals by MC Bobby Jay for Sunday Kind of Love.
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UK groups like The Darts owe a huge debt to most of the acts on tonight, and it was from The
Wrens, still fronted by original lead singer Bobby Mansfield, that they took Come Back My Love,
although Bobby chose Love’s Something Made for Two, his 1955 debut on Rama, to open his spot,
continuing with C’est La Vie.
The Heartbeats rocked out on the answer record to The Silhouettes’ Get a Job with a fine work out
on the uptempo I Found a Job, cut for Roulette in 1958, before original bass singer Wally Roker
provided the evening’s most memorable moment. During the romantic Crazy for You, his trousers
fell down, much to the audience’s merriment, and his own embarrassment.
The group had the original hit written by late lead singer James Shepard on A Thousand Miles
Away, and reprised its follow-up. No, not Daddy’s Home, by that point James was with the Limelites,
but instead 500 Miles to Go.
Day one finished with the whole crew onstage for Goodnight Sweetheart.
Persuading one’s wife on the merits of doo-wop is not helped by playing a 30 track compilation of
different vocal group versions of Over the Rainbow, I was reminded, as the Sunday show opened
with The Tribunes performing just that number.
Still, things looked up when Boston’s The Tune Weavers, a four piece male/female outfit in red and
white, presented the biggie Happy Happy Birthday Baby, and its Checker label flip, Ol’ Man River.
Originally a Sylvia family group, they still are.
One hit wonders performing their money number, and then its flip, continued with The
Continentals, still with Danny Hicks on lead vocals. Fine Fine Frame cut for Whirlin’ Disc in 1956,
was followed by the B side, Dear Lord.
You are never going to hear The Rays again, nor The Silhouettes, nor The Olympics, nor many
others, because all their members have passed on. Fortunately, we have one member of The
Marcels left, the Mr Bassman of Johnny Cymbal fame, Fred Johnson, and despite his slight frame,
has a bass voice the size of the Grand Canyon, excelling on Goodbye to Love, and, of course, Blue
Moon.
The three piece Fidelities followed, offering their signature These Are the Things I Love, closely
followed by The Solitaires, whose The Angels Sang was a scorcher, followed by the stomper
Walking Along, nicked, for chart purposes, by The Diamonds.
Best solo act for me of the whole weekend was Chuck Weldon, original member of the California
based Paradons, who saw a UK Top Rank release on the immortal Diamonds and Pearls. An
obvious professional, he projected a warm personality and a perfect voice.The Flamingos are cited
by many as their favourite doo-wop act of all time, and there aren’t many performances as powerful
as their arrangement of I Only Have Eyes for You, the Tommy Hunt arrangement of which went on
to sell many millions for Art Garfunkel.
One of the reasons for making this trip across the pond was to catch Randy and the Rainbows,
whose original Denise was sex-changed for a Blondie hit, and it’s still Randy Safuto at the front of
the outfit, showing off his doo-wop credentials by opening with The Elegants’ Little Star, then into
Neil Sedaka’s The Diary before reprising their foot-stomping hit. A pity the drummer hadn’t been told
to emphasise his big bass drum. A fine vocal performance,
nonetheless.
Jimmy Stephens was the original lead singer of The Safaris out
of Los Angeles, and since he covered In the Still of the Night, he
had every right to perform it alongside his hit Image of A Girl, but
whether he should have done a singalong version of Teenager in
Love because…
Immediately afterwards Brooklyn’s Tom Duffy, lead singer of The
Echoes, came on and did the same number to lesser effect. Tom
seemed diffident in comparison to much of the confidence shown
by preceding acts, although his signature Baby Blue was tuneful
enough.
Tom Duffy © Tony Wilkinson
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The Angels have benefitted from their classic My
Boyfriend’s Back inclusion in the stage play
Jersey Boys, and so have a revitalised career
allowing them to showcase the fine vocals and
doo-wop background of lead singer Linda
Jansen. The three blondes in black proved both
sassy and talented on their early singles Til and
Cry Baby Cry. I had not twigged until I saw them
that The Angels of Til were the same Angels as
My Boyfriend’s Back, silly me.
Fine as the afternoon had been to this point, the
Harold Winley (Clovers)
arrival of The Clovers sent the concert into
© Tony Wilkinson
overdrive. They pre-dated The Coasters on
Atlantic, and still have Harold Winley on bass 62
years after they were formed in Washington D.C.
Opening with their 1954 rocker Lovey Dovey, they proved talented, personable, displaying great
stagecraft and rapport with an audience that lapped up Blue Velvet, Devil or Angel before the much
anticipated Love Potion Number Nine.
Producers Leiber and Stoller deliberately left off the last verse on the single release of this song, but
the band have reinstated it to great effect. They went down a storm. But more excitement was to
come.
One would have assumed that the seated guy in the Jive Five was Eugene Pitt, who formed the
group in Brooklyn in 1959, but Eugene was, in fact, the man with the full head of black hair pulled
back into a ponytail.
Jive Five © Tony Wilkinson

Opening with a number unknown to me, Scooby Doo, Shame on You, Eugene proved the passing
years had had little effect on his great voice or his appearance, and the crowd lapped it up, giving
him standing ovations at the end of each song. What Time Is It?, and I’m a Happy Man led to the
climactic My True Story, vying with The Nutmegs’ Story Untold as the greatest doo-wop ballad ever,
in the Howard household at least.
In November 2003, The Teenagers, fronted by Lewis Lymon brother of Frankie, played the Rhythm
Riot at Camber Sands, England when Lewis told the group he was off to Las Vegas prior to the
group’s dates for January 2004. But he never came back to the East Coast – until Sunday 20
November 2011, when he was a surprise guest for their spot on this show.
Sporting a vast black moustache that comic Jimmy Edwards would envy, he joined original
members Jimmy Merchant and Herman Santiago, plus lead singer Tim Wilson and Jimmy McCourt
to turn The Teenagers back into a five piece.
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Opening with Goody Goody, the group, looking splendid in black jackets with white reverse, they
powered into I Promise to Remember showing the fancy footwork that led them to headline the
London Palladium.
Tim Wilson then reprised his pre-Teenager smash, when he was 13 year old Tiny Tim and The Hits,
on Wedding Bells, before Lewis soared on his own Teenchords charting two-sider Honey
Honey/Please Tell the Angels, and his Fury label debut I’m So Happy.
Then came the number that outsold all others, and lives forever – Why Do Fools Fall in Love,
performed perfectly, with Lewis replicating his late brother’s vocals precisely.
It was left to local favourites Kenny Vance and
the Planotones to close the show, and although
The Teenagers’ stunning performance must have
been a difficult act to top, Kenny’s wry sense of
humour and out-of-this-world vocals cracked it.
Opening with one doo-wop anthem, Little Caesar
and the Romans’ Those Oldies But Goodies, and
closing with another, his own Looking for An
Echo, in between Kenny paid tribute to DJ and
promoter Alan Freed, the late Johnny Maestro,
and his former group Jay and the Americans.
Kenny Vance © Tony Wilkinson
For Johnny, he did You’ll Never Walk Alone in a
version that challenged Roy Hamilton’s, sang the
Everly Brothers’ theme to the James Dean story,
Let It Be Me, allowed his guitarist Johnny Gale to shine on Santo and Johnny’s Sleepwalk, and
segued seamlessly into Rosie and the Originals’ Angel Baby.
No-one could have followed him, and no-one did, and the capacity audience slowly filed out, their
breath taken once more.
John Howard

Specialist
Care Homes
As Ken Major so kindly reminded us at a gang meetup some time ago, many of the senior Woodies are
now in the 'sunset years of life' as an old Hank
Locklin song puts it and perhaps have another 10
years before we pass on to either that great Roots
Music gig in the sky or perhaps a totally unsuitable
Care Home in our dotage years. As Rab C. Nesbitt
once put it to his wee wifie: “All we've got tae look
forward tae the noo, hen, are hip replacements and
two urns on the mantelpiece.” At least two urns will
match, what about all us Woodies who are single?
Now let's not get too morbid, we can have a lot of fun in the right Care Homes before we depart this
life. Trouble is there are no specialist ones as far as I know. Not for aging Teds and Rockers, for
Roots Music fans, or for many other categories of pensioners. I know I will have great difficulty
finding a suitable Care Home which caters especially for aging gay pacifist Communist rockers who
speak to the spirits of the dead. Can't think why - surely there must be millions of us who require
such facilities?
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Well perhaps not, but certainly elderly Roots Music fans deserve a Care Home where we can be
entertained with music from earlier eras, where we can dress up in Ted gear and slash the seats in
the lounge as we watch 'Rock Around The Clock' on a giant TV screen. Or bop around to the dulcet
sounds of Rockin' Gerry Champion - Power to the Pensioners!
This Care Home would have a well-stocked jukebox, of course, and a large library of Rock’n’Roll
and vintage music films and clips, and of course Mr Woods would arrange regular 'live' gigs for us.
A gourmet dining room would be essential as old Roots Music fans like fine food and will not be
satisfied with burgers and chips. False teeth will be on hire to cope with steaks, etc. with caviar and
champagne served every evening in the lounge. No aging yobbos allowed even for visits - Charles
Dale wouldn't like it. Cavan would be permanently banned, I'm afraid.
Regular entertainment would, by necessity, include Rock’n’Roll and other Roots Music funerals.
New Orleans style with colorful costumes and street bands and marches. We hope there would not
be more than one or two a year of these, unless of course there's a sudden outbreak of Asian swine
and bird flu.
Just think of it - going on regular vintage coach outings in a 1950s vehicle organized by the Care
Home to Southend or Brighton to confront our old adversaries from the Old Mods Care Home - a
good old scrap on the beaches just like old times!
The fittest amongst us, of course, would be on our Triumph motorbikes doing a ton down the
motorways, and smashing all the red lights on the other roads with a hammer as we sped along,
whilst the less fit would have customized motorized wheelchairs and Zimmer frames able to reach
high speeds on the pavements. Hell's Geriatrics are coming, everybody else leave town!
Ritchie Gee, Wild Little Willie, etc. would continue to organize Weekenders at suitable holiday
centers, but with motorized wheelchair cruises. Have you ever seen a pink motorized wheelchair
with those fantastic 1950s fins? It's a sight for sore eyes, and boy can they do a ton up the High
Street, scattering shoppers left, right and center!
Sandy Ford of Flyin' Saucers would visit the Care Home regularly to explain the secret of looking
not a day older than he did 40 years ago, and he would be assisted by the Peter Pan of the Woodies,
Nick Cobban. Not a gray hair in sight for either of them. Someone told me in Sandy's case it came
out of a bottle, but I don't see myself how drinking bottles of alcohol can keep your hair jet black. Oh
well, we live and learn - too late in my case.
Well there you have it folks. I leave it to Keith to organize this in his Bromley mansion, which I
understand has rooms to accommodate about 50 aging Roots Music fans. Oh by the way, do you
remember we used to be called the Recycled Teenagers? Well
somebody in our over-55's Drama Therapy Group is a member of
some cheeky outfit which has stolen our name! We really should
have copyrighted it.
All this planning still leaves me with the problem of finding a Care
Home for aging Teds which has weekly séances, a daily
Marxist discussion and singing of The Internationale, England
Arise! and The Red Flag to clench-fisted salutes and where
we can freely discuss our misspent youth trolling the Heath
at night looking for wild life.
Well, if we want any of these things we have to
organize them ourselves. Remember the words of
Karl Marx: 'Pensioners of the World Unite! You have
nothing to lose but your marbles.' (This may be a
slight misquote, I get a little confused nowadays.)
Tony “Past It” Papard
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It is with great sadness that I have to report the death of the great British percussionist Peter
Appleby.
As many of my readers will know Pete was the driving force behind the Lonnie Donegan
Skiffle Group when I was still a lad! Previous to joining Lonnie’s band Peter played with an
endless list of household names, both Jazzers and popular performers. He was with the Mick
Mulligan band for over 10 years, the singer in that band was the legendary George Melly –
George mentions Pete in his book. Other names that people will recognise include The
Humphrey Lyttelton Band, The Johnny Dankworth Orchestra and Dame Shirley Bassey.
In later years Pete devoted himself to musical education and was still teaching up to 2010. I
recently received a number of emails from ex-students of Pete’s, one of whom is now a Doctor
of Music and he owes all his early start in music to Peter. Of course Pete didn’t only play kit,
he was an all round percussionist which included vibraphone, xylophone and tympani etc. but
was more famous for his drum kit work.
I first saw Peter perform when he joined the Donegan band in 1960 and he bowled me over;
little did I know then that I would end up taking over the drum chair from him with the band
For the past 30 years – give or take – Peter has been happily married to wife June, although
they had known each other for many years before that when June was also in show-business
as a professional dancer. For the past number of years Peter had been ill on a number of
occasions suffering from a serious chest complaint and even beating bladder cancer in 2010
with the ever stalwart care, love and dedication of June.
It was Saturday the 28th January 2012 that Pete passed away in the Middlesbrough Hospital,
June having called the Paramedics when Pete started having breathing problems the previous
evening.
It was reported that Pete died peacefully in his sleep with June by his side.

Photo by MarkieG
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My tribute to Country Johnny Mathis
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES - October 1, 2011
Johnny Mathis, long-time partner and friend of Jimmy Lee Fautheree, went to the song writer
heaven on September 27, 2011. More bad news coming after Johnny Wright's passing.
In the mid-70s, many people in England wanted to hear vintage R’n’R and Rockabilly on the radio.
This led to a big manifestation in London and soon radio started playing those 50’s wonders again.
Real soon, “Jungle Rock” from 1958 (Hank Mizell) became a hit in Europe and “You’re Barking Up
The Wrong Tree” from 1957 (Don Woody) did the same in the UK. Vintage labels like Sun, Decca,
Capitol or Chess were looking on their files and reissued fabulous recordings by Merrill Moore,
Johnny Carroll, Jerry Kennedy, Roy Hall, The Burnette Brothers, Wayne Raney and Jimmy and
Johnny. When you’re 19 years old, ready to rock and you heard, blowing from the speakers, “I Can’t
Find the Doorknob” by Jimmy and Johnny, you left the dance floor torn up with your boppin’ shoes
wrecked. Now, that sound had poisoned your soul and you would search for records and performers
until the Lord called you. That’s just what happened to me.
My first paper about Jimmy Lee Fautheree and Country Johnny Mathis was published in 1982 and
the last was still on its way when the news came. I have learnt how Elvis opened for the duo way
back in 1954, how Jimmy Lee played his Fender on Webb Pierce’s “Teenage Boogie” and Faron
Young’s “Sweet Dreams”, how “Sweet Love on My Mind” was written at Jimmy’s house but first
recorded by Johnny and Dorsey Burnette, how Johnny Mathis used to sell his songs and how he
teamed with Les Chambers on Starday’s wax.
In 1954, Tillman Franks took the career of Jimmy Lee Fautheree and Country Johnny Mathis in
hand. Via Stan Lewis, a talent-scout and owner of a record store in Shreveport, Tillman obtained a
contract for them with "Chess" located in Chicago.
A first session in July 1954 would give birth to "If You Don't,
Somebody Else Will", a song they had already recorded and
issued on Feature, which would enter in the Cash Box Country
Best sellers after hitting in Memphis and Houston. They were
the first country act for “Chess” to bring their song into the
Billboard Country chart reaching #6, beating Webb Pierce and
Carl Smith, Ray Price and Tommy Collins. Soon bookings
followed for the duet in Louisiana, Tennessee and Texas in
such prestigious shows as The Big D Jamboree and The
Louisiana Hayride and they reached #9 in the Country &
Western Jamboree magazine “Best New Singing Group” pool
in July 1955. Nevertheless, Johnny sold his share for “If You
Don’t Somebody Else Will” back in 1954 for $125. The song
was covered by Ray Price, Wanda Jackson and Billy Gray, The
Osborne Brothers, Connie Stevens, Sue Thompson and George Hamilton IV, Doug Kershaw to
name a few. Jimmy and Johnny were a hot and visual act until they split and Wayne Walker started
to team with Jimmy for a time. Nevertheless, Jimmy and Johnny Mathis would work again together
on stage and records, from time to time, until late 1960 when they recorded “Let Me Be The One”
and “Knock On Wood” for Republic. On these sides they really did some of their best work. In 1960
they were a featured act on the “Fort Worth Country Style” show.
On October 16, 1954, Elvis was brought to Shreveport to replace Jimmy and Johnny for one evening
on the scene of Louisiana Hayride... he didn’t leave until March 1956 and that show helped to set
the rise to fame for the "Hillbilly Cat". On November 17 1954 Jimmy and Johnny came to Memphis
to play at the famous Eagle’s Nest with Elvis opening for them. They were on their way to the Pee
Wee King TV show in Cincinnati. During the year of 1955, Jimmy and Johnny would appear with
other artists in package shows booked either by Tillman or the KWKH and they shared the
advertisement placards with George Jones, Tibby Edwards, Charline Arthur, David Houston and
Johnny Horton to quote only few names.
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It is Tillman who booked the concert for Elvis at the Cotton Club in Lubbock (Tx), January 06, 1955,
the home town of Buddy Holly. Buddy and Bob would open sometimes for Elvis or Bill Haley in 1955
and 1956. The same tour led the wrongly spelled "Alvis" Presley in San Angelo (Tx). Elvis and
Tillman were at Wichita Falls (Tx), August 22, 1955, for a concert organized by Bill Mack, the famous
radio DJ. Jimmy and Johnny played with Elvis in Odessa, San Angelo, Gladewater, Waco, Austin
and other locations. “It’s a shame for all the talent they had, they didn’t get any bigger than they did”,
Tillman Franks stated.” As far as talent goes, nobody could top Jimmy and Johnny when they were
at their peak. They were one of the best performing acts I’ve ever seen. They were the only ones
who could compete with Elvis, really.”
Jimmy and Johnny (in fact Jimmy’s brother Lynn after the original duet had split) would later move
to “Decca” and worked in Faron Young’s backing band for one year in 1956 and 1957.
Johnny Mathis, born on September 28, 1930 in Maud (Texas)
grew up the middle of seven children as the son of a holiness
preacher. He learned to sing and play guitar in his Dad’s church
and the family picked cotton to make ends meet. At 15, Johnny
quit school and started playing honky tonks in East Texas before
contracting osteomyelitis. After several operations and a long
hospital stay, he was cured. In 1946/1947, he had his first radio
sow in Farmersville and McKinney (Tx) being known as The
Country Cowboy. Living in Dallas he hooked up with Riley
Crabtree, a great country singer crippled by polio, to play steel
guitar in his band. That association led him to have his first
recording for Star Talent in September 1949. In 1952, he was
recording for Jim Bulleit's "J-B" and was teaming with Jimmy Lee.
Jim Bulleit, a former WSM announcer, was then acting as head
for the short lived KWKH artist service. If some had positive
memories of Bulleit, some saw him as a crook and his association with KWKH didn’t last long.
After his split from Jimmy Lee in 1955, Johnny recorded for Starday, Mercury, D, United Artists,
Hilltop, Little Darlin', World, Lodmea, Stonegate. He also worked for KREB radio in Shreveport and
because of the confusion with the velvety-toned pop singer, he prefixed his name with Country. The
“country” singing Mathis was recording before the “pop” singing Mathis, and he was proud to be
called “Country”. He recorded such fine songs as “Lonely Night”, “From A Kiss To The Blues”, “Run
Please Run” and "I Ain't Worried For Tomorrow" that may express his philosophy for life in the 50s.
In 1960, the year of Caryl Chessman’s execution, Johnny cut “Caryl Chessman” for “D”. With a
spare honky-tonk sound, in equal parts Ernest Tubb and Hank Williams, the tune featured a tight
harmony.
In 1963 he had a strong seller with "Please Talk To My Heart" recorded for UA. The song peaked
#14 on the Billboard charts. By then Johnny had quit living the lifestyle of the songs he wrote and
was at a spiritual turning point ready to change his life. He co-wrote “What’s In Our Hearts” and “I’d
Jump The Mississippi” performed by George Jones and Melba Montgomery for the same label.
Being a heck of songwriter he was known for selling his writer’s share when he was getting ready
to record them. He sold songs to Shelby Singleton, Tillman Franks, Eddie Hallowell, James
O’Gwynn and numerous others. Among the songs he sold was “Am I That Easy To Forget”. That
song went for $15.00 to be spent by buying a fifth of Vodka, playing pinball and staying at the YMCA
that night. As a songwriter, he had his work recorded by Johnny Paycheck, Charlie Pride, Johnny
Horton, Jimmy Dean, Freddy Fender, Bobby Helms and many others.
After a nomination for “New Male Vocalist In Country Music”, he abandoned his career for the most
part and returned to his holiness church roots and began to sing and evangelize. He had simply
followed his instincts. He later met Jeannie McLain in a little church in Louisiana where he was
holding revival services and they married having three sons. Most of the time he worked painting
houses for a living.
In the video documentary “Louisiana Hayride – Cradle of the Stars”, a 1984 production by Rick
Smith for Louisiana Public Broadcasting, Johnny Mathis can be seen twice remembering Slim
Whitman and the good old days. He wrote and recorded the beautiful “Let Me Go Back One More
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Times (Memories)” that close that documentary, first aired by PBS. “Louisiana Hayride – The Cradle
of The Stars”, narrated by Hank Williams Jr, is available on Kultur DVD. That’s a good attempt to
really tell the story of Country music in Shreveport with the witnesses of the time like F. Page, Fred
Carter Jr, W. Pierce, H. Logan, F. Pruett, T. Edwards, G. Hill, K. Wells, S. Whitman, F. Young or J.
Burton.
In 1995 Jimmy Lee and Johnny sang together again when they recorded the gospel tune "It Won't
Be Much Longer". They played together in a local church in 1997 having a ball as in their early days.
In 1999, and in seemingly perfect health, Johnny Mathis suffered a massive stroke that left him
severely incapacitated.
It may be strange but I had sent “It Won’t Be Much Longer” to several friends a couple of days before
Johnny’s passing. Those "Unknown Legends" are now reunited but they will stay remembered as
one of the finest duets from the 50s matching with The Louvin Brothers, The Wilburn Brothers, The
Farmers Boys or Johnnie and Jack. If you want to enjoy Jimmy and Johnny’s recorded work you just
had to buy “If You Don’t, Somebody Else Will” (Bear Family BCD 15771) and for their complete
musical story to read “American Music Magazine” issue 91 (March 2002).
John Mathis Jr wrote to me: Thanks for your kind words and remembrance of my father. We're
preparing to honor him on Friday as we lay him to rest. He lived life to its fullest! He made great
contributions to a great music genre, Country Music, he was there on stage with many of the icons
and legends who formed and shaped Country Music. But most of all he was a great man with a great
heart! I was recounting this week, as I and my two brothers were growing up and he was teaching
us to play music, how many nursing homes, homeless shelters and even prisons he would take us
to just to play music for people who were less fortunate in life. He did this for no pay or accolades,
no press or publicity, simply because he had a great heart for those that life seemed to have
discarded or passed by. He treated those folks like they were "stars" and made them feel special
and, for a moment in life, they didn't feel forgotten. He had a great story to share of music and a
return to his faith. He was a talented writer and singer and a great father!
He passed away around 7:10 PM on Sept 27th, about 5 hours short of his 81st birthday. He hadn't
spoken or sung in about 12½ years due to his stroke... however, I imagine he made up for all that
time when he arrived in Heaven on his birthday!
I just wanted to take a moment and say thank you and God bless!

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Paul ‘Sailor’ Vernon (Music Mentor Books £12.99)
I don’t know Paul Vernon. But I wish I did. He’s lived a roller
coaster of life with the most fantastic ups and the most
depressing downs, but maintained his sense of humour
throughout, as this autobiography shows.
He’s best known on the record collecting circuit for his blues
and bawdy newsletter Sailor’s Delight which managed to
combine Spike Milligan inspired comedy with a totally
serious attitude to blues music.
Paul started out as a record collector, then became a dealer
in the music he loved, but this autobiography covers his
fascinating life from way before he developed his interest
and knowledge of the blues, and goes well beyond his
full-time involvement in the re-sale of shellac and vinyl.
His writing style is engaging, his descriptions of people and
circumstances often hilarious, and it’s a difficult book to put
down once started.
Considering the number of people we have in common, it’s
surprising our paths have never crossed. People like Clive
Davidson, with whom I went to school and subsequently
partnered in badminton, Barry Martin, who has been to my
house often enough and sold me records, and Champion
Jack Dupree, one of whose paintings has pride of place in my hall, all feature in the book.
As, indeed, do most of the big blues names, and many more whose lives and careers are a footnote
in blues history, but are given equal space once they get the Vernon seal of approval.
There is no doubt that Paul is an expert in his field, but unlike some with similar knowledge, is keen
to share it with all who will listen, or, indeed, read about it, and he is as much an evangelist as he is
a hoarder.
Many of a certain generation will see similarities with their own lives, in the way they discovered the
music, and took their first tentative steps into record buying.
A disappointment to some will be the fact that Paul seemed to have missed fifties Rock’n’Roll, or
failed to appreciate it when it was at the door, saving his enthusiasm for the music which was to have
wide currency just a few years later.
He rightly stresses the importance of the German-organised American Folk Blues Festivals at which
he, and I, experienced first-hand the likes of Howlin’ Wolf, Willie Dixon, Buddy Guy, and stirs up
nostalgia with details of club dates at which both of us must have been present.
He has almost total recall of dates, bands, sidesmen, tracks played, and rather self-effacingly, says
he wrote it all down at the time for his own information rather than to write a book forty-some years
later.
This attention to detail was to be a welcome trait when he came to compiling artist, label and genre
discographies for which he is both famed and appreciated.
Just two further thoughts: he writes so well that he could have cracked it as a full-time writer had he
wished it. Secondly, he seems like such a nice bloke that I really must seek him out and listen to
some of his anecdotes in person.
A highly recommended read, don’t miss it.
John Howard
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These are from my small (but useful) collection. First, books about the decade:
TIME CAPSULE 1956 - A HISTORY OF THE YEAR CONDENSED FROM
THE PAGES OF TIME - Time Life Books 1968
An American bias, of course, but a very good account of a truly momentous
year: the Hungarian Revolt, Grace Kelly’s marriage to Prince Rainier of
Monaco, the Suez Crisis and the breakdown of segregation in the States. 1956
was a seminal year for me, too. I left school, got my first job and bought my first
Rock’n’Roll record (“Blueberry Hill” by Fats Domino. None of this is mentioned
in the book. Why not?)
THE 50S AND 60S - THE BEST OF TIMES - GROWING UP AND BEING YOUNG IN BRITAIN Michael O’Mara Books 2003
A colourful, very well-illustrated paperback with a glossy cover. The great thing about it is that it is
full of personal reminiscences of the era.
FIFTIES BRITAIN - POST WAR LIFE - Bounty Books 2006
Very well-illustrated (some photos colour-tinted) from the 250,000 images in the Francis Frith
Collection plus lots of evocative black and white photos.
YOU’LL NEVER BE 16 AGAIN - AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF
THE BRITISH TEENAGER - Peter Everett, BBC Publications 1986
Good contemporary reminiscences and good photos.
FIFTIES SOURCE BOOK - A VISUAL GUIDE TO THE STYLE OF A
DECADE - Christopher Pearce, Virgin 1990
Big, heavy, and luxuriously printed, describing all the most important
movements in design, fashion, architecture and art.
THE INSECURE OFFENDERS - REBELLIOUS YOUTH IN THE
WELFARE STATE - T.R. Fyvel, Penguin 1961
The sub-title says it all. One of the first attempts to analyse the root causes of juvenile delinquency,
the Teds etc. in the 50s etc. Full of personal accounts. A classic work.
THE GOON SHOW COMPANION: A HISTORY AND GOONOGRAPHY
- Roger Wilmut and Jimmy Grafton, Sphere paperback 1976
The programme that revolutionised radio comedy and still has countless fans
around the world. It amused schoolboys of all ages (I was one). Monty Python’s
Flying Circus stars acknowledged its influence on their comedy. A tribute to the
unique, surreal imagination of Spike Milligan.
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THE 50s - Peter Lewis, Book Club Associates 1978
A well-written, comprehensive history of the 50s, with a lot of good photos and a few surprises in the
text, e.g. p.136: “…baby-voiced Buddy Holly and the Crickets”(!) Never heard that description
before! Also, a long, contradictory piece on p.141 by the egregious (always wanted to use that word)
George Melly. It is too long to quote here but if you do read it, spot the illogicalities.
1950s COLLINS GEM - Nigel Gross, Graeme Kay, Damian Wild and
Sue Wood, Harper Collins 1999
A little (pocket) book, packed with facts about the events of the 1950s
and a month-by-month diary. Numerous illustrations, both black-and–
white and colour. Definitely, a little gem!
1950s ROCK'N'ROLL - A QUIZ DECK KNOWLEDGE CARDS - Don Root
A set of small, laminated, glossy Q & A cards
on 50s Rock'n'Roll. The blurb on the back
has this first line: The parent-scaring,
epiphanic explosion that was early Rock'n
'Roll." This deck can lead to raucous,
multiplayer fun" (but you'll need a couple of women and plenty of crates
of ale as well). "Epiphanic" apparently means "the manifestation of a
superhuman being". Oh, so it's about Jerry Lee, then? The questions are
interesting and not the obvious ones you would expect but I did notice
one mistake. The fee for Elvis's contract when it was sold to RCA was
not $25,000 (as here) but $35,000. Otherwise, the cards are fine.
ELIZABETH'S BRITAIN 1926-1986 - Philip Ziegler, Guild Publishing 1986
A huge, heavy volume, only partly dealing with the 50s, as the title demonstrates. Well-written,
well-illustrated, with some colour photos and distinguished by tongue-in-cheek captions and an
ironic sense of humour.

Booking The Big Beat Since Johnny Burnette Was In The
Charts
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Si Cranstoun and Band to Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris
to The Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton
and, from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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1950’s
Rock’n’Roll
Record Fair
The pot of gold at the end of the Rock’n’Roll
rainbow may well be found at the five-times-a-year
collectors fair in central London where a disparate
band of trade buyers, fans and completists spend
a Sunday stocking up.
The venue is the International Students House in
Great Portland Street, London W1, and since Great
Portland Street is a turning off Oxford Street,
Oxford Circus seemed the obvious tube station of
choice when organiser Ian Stradling asked TFTW
to visit. Wrong!
It’s bang opposite Great Portland Street station,
and that’s your destination. Admission to the fair is £3, and dealers and collectors thinning their
collections rub elbows with those outing complete vinyl collections before they pop their clogs and
their offspring chuck the plastic into a skip.
There’s only one rule, according to Ian, who took over the long-running fair seven years ago. It has
to be Rock’n’Roll records that are for sale, preferably US originals. That said, the myriad sellers
stretch the term Rock’n’Roll about as far as it will go, so you can find jump blues and boogie, Cajun,
zydeco country, Brit covers, and revivals, rockabilly, TV advertised compilations, doo-wop group
harmony and the best of the current crop of European rocking bands on CD.
Yes, you’re right. It’s not only vinyl that’s on sale here, although dinked US forty fives seem to
dominate. There’s shellac seventy eights by the thousand, original LPs on UK, US and European
labels, DVDs and CDs by the bucket-load ranging from collectable obscurities on tiny labels through
to the latest budget compilations which allow you to buy what once upon a time would have been a
decent total collection for under a tenner.
For which, grateful thanks to Stuart Colman, Dave Penny and Fantastic Voyage, Dave Travis,
Stomper Time, Proper, Ace, Bear Family, Raucous, Fury, Foot Tapping and all other characters and
labels who guide the novice, and excite the initiated with their affordable collections and detailed
sleeve notes.
You can buy those here, and check the packaging and track listing, but you can also buy those
online, at weekenders and club dates, or at a decent independent record shop (long may they
survive).
What you can find at this fair, however, is what you won’t find at too many other places… the top
dealers offering original Sun, Starday, Meteor, Speciality, Modern, Aladdin, Chess, Fortune, King,
and many other US independent labels on forty five, often in mint condition, and sometimes at prices
that won’t break the bank.
You can find original forty fives from around £4 up, but don’t ask, and don’t think about, some of the
prices at the other end of the scale when it comes to known classics, where three and even four
figures are mooted for legendary cuts that you will never have seen before in their original form. You
could see, and buy, some of these at the Austin, Texas, record convention, or at the enormous
record fair in Utrecht, Holland.
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But there are still exclusives only available in London, which is why dealers and collectors from all
over Europe make it their business to attend this show on a regular basis.
Without doubt, the largest stands are operated by the Bim Bam organisation, and they stretch from
here to infinity, manned by genial boss Bob Thomas and his team. He’s a canny chap and he
wouldn’t schlep removal van loads of product from his Hampshire base five times a year if he didn’t
know he wasn’t going to do good business.
And he’s happy to advise on purchases, make recommendations, and if that isn’t enough, then
there’s a record player on his stands to spin possible buys. The buyers cover a complete age range,
from young tattooed rockabillies to greybeards using sticks to get around, and there are
professionals among the public, with knowledgeable DJ Mark Lamarr among the most recognisable
faces. There are musicians looking for new material to cover, and CD compilers. Club DJs, jukebox
operators, and those individuals with jukeboxes at home who wish to refresh their selections and no
doubt the odd bootlegger eyes wide open for fresh material.

They have one other thing in common besides Rock’n’Roll. They are almost exclusively male.
Ian Stradling not only operates the Fair, he has his own record stall. He is also an alumnus of
Stompin’ trips to the US organised by Ken Major under the TFTW umbrella.
“This fair started at the Ivanhoe Hotel back in the seventies,” he explained. “It had its ups and downs,
and I took over at a time when it was going through a down. But we advertised it more widely, and
got it back up to a successful level, and there is now nothing else like it in London, which is why it is
so popular.”
Ian used to run the fanzine Roll Street Journal, and welcomes new sellers as well as first time
visitors. “We may look full, but we can also expand,” he says.
When he says “expand” what he means is that more space in the building is available to him. He
has no plans to start offering space to dealers in Merseybeat, British invasion, punk, heavy metal,
disco, reggae, salsa or pop. It’s strictly fifties Rock’n’Roll, in all its forms.
“Those other genres have their own record collector fairs, and I’m happy to leave them to it,” he says.
I took the precaution of arriving with little more than my lunch money so I would not be tempted. I
know of serious collectors with three figure standing orders to dealers each month who would not
dare attend this show because they know they would re-mortgage to own some of the goodies on
offer here.
But for the casual buyer with self-control and a love of Rock’n’Roll, this is the place to be. The next
fairs are in February and April. Best park the wife in that shopping Mecca that is Oxford Street. If
you love Rock’n’Roll you’ll love this Fair. She may not.
John Howard
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JAZZ JUNCTION
What’s In A Name?
Jazz is by nature a collaborative music, and during its recorded history it has not been uncommon for one musician
to join on another’s recording, even though not signed to the other’s record label. These occurrences would likely
as not have contravened the guest musician’s existing contractual arrangements, and taken place without the
requisite permission being sought. To overcome the possible refusal to record, or perhaps because the musician
could not be bothered to ask, he or she would appear under a different name. As these pseudonymous
appellations were sometimes so transparent as to render the disguise negligible, it is doubtful that there was not
the tacit agreement of the record label concerned.
However this practice did throw up some interesting choices. For example: on Teo Macero’s What’s New? album,
what was new was Art Farmer’s name, ‘Kunst Bauer’, a straight German translation. On the other hand, the
German-born André Previn only went part of the way for Dave Pell in 1959 with ‘Art Flickreiter’, a reflection of his
early years as a composer for films. ‘Unidentified Cat’ was the name used by Gato Barbieri, whose feline
forename (actually a nickname) was translated from the Spanish.
Crossword puzzles seem to have been the source of inspiration for some protagonists. Lionel Hampton graced
an Eddie Condon 1938 Commodore issue as ‘Ly N. Ell’, and Kai Winding appeared as ‘G. Reat Dane’ on Tony
Scott’s 1955 recording. Shirley Scott (no relation) went by the name of ‘Little Miss Cott’ on husband Stanley
Turrentine’s Dearly Beloved album for Blue Note in 1961, even though she was already married to him. This was
a return favour for his appearance as ‘Stanley Turner’ when she recorded for Prestige a few days earlier, perhaps
presaging his evolution into jazz fusion in the 1970s after their divorce.
Synonyms and antonyms have also held great appeal. In the former category we have Phil Woods opting for ‘Phil
Forest’, and James Moody going for ‘Jimmy Gloomy’. However, the antonyms proved just as popular: bassist Ray
Brown choosing ‘Ray Green’ as cover, and trumpeter Fats Navarro dieting down to ‘Slim Romero’ for Illinois
Jacquet’s 1947 Aladdin recording. Leo Wright tried even harder to disguise himself by adopting the name ‘Lion
Wrong’.
Rank has been just as important in jazz as it can be in ‘real’ life. Sonny Stitt was granted a temporary peerage in
1948 as ‘Lord Nelson’, while four years earlier Count Basie had been elevated into royalty as ‘Prince Charming’,
a role he failed to maintain (the prefix that is). In 1946 Nat King Cole, maybe feeling the strain of reign,
relinquished his crown to become ‘Lord Calvert’, but was soon back on his throne.
Fans of film actor James Stewart will appreciate Johnny Hodges’ Keynote appearance as ‘Harvey’, his furry
sobriquet being Rabbit. Cleo Laine would no doubt have been confused to find herself backed by ‘Virgil Nameless’
for different labels in 1955 and 1957, not to be faced by the same man. The first of these was Tommy Whittle, and
the second was Johnny Dankworth, whom she married one year on. In later life he dropped the diminutive and
by the time of his knighthood in 2006 became known as Sir John - not to be confused with the medical practitioner
of the same name.
The adoption of pseudonyms has not solely occurred in the world of jazz; blues has been another area of
deception. For Junior Well’s landmark Delmark album, Hoodoo Man Blues, he was joined by a ‘Friendly Guy’, who
turned out to be a Buddy. And Muddy Waters went in for a bit of H2O murkying as ‘Dirty Rivers’ on Otis Spann’s
The Blues Never Die for Prestige in 1964. Sonny Boy Williamson, having joined the bowler brigade in Britain,
added a Scandinavian surname to his size in the shape of ‘Big Skol’ when joining Roland Kirk on the latter’s Kirk
In Copenhagen album for Mercury in 1963, although this should probably be counted as a jazz record.
Julian ‘Cannonball’ Adderley appears to have been an habitual user of aliases, examples being the descriptive
‘Blockbuster’ in 1959 and ‘Spider Johnson’ in 1962. But his most famous temporary incarnation appeared on the
Louis Smith Here Comes Louis Smith album for Blue Note in 1958, when he masqueraded as ‘Buckshot La Funke’
(not sure about the gender there). This name was adapted by Branford Marsalis in the early 1990s as ‘Buckshot
LeFonque’ for his jazz meets hip-hop, rock etc project.
The use of noms de circumstance appears to have died out in the sixties, and the frustration of attempting to
identify the miscreants has faded away as re-releases have stated the correct names of the musicians involved.
For a while, though, it challenged not only the music fan but also the deceivers, as they sought to conjure a name
to mystify the record label. Or perhaps they were just having fun?

Dave Carroll
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Well, didn’t we have a lovely time
the day we went to the Borderline? Maestro Keith’s annual
2i’s Reunion/British Heritage Rock‘n’Roll shindig was a blast. The Tales From The
Woods Houseband, augmented by special guest saxophonist Alex Bland, did a superb job backing
Cliff Edmonds, Jackie Lynton, Garry Mills, Dave Sampson and Kingsize Taylor. If you weren’t there
you missed a real treat, so be sure to attend the next one – that’s my advice. (See John’s review)
We had an enjoyable meet and greet evening with Ted ‘Kingsize’ Taylor at the King’s Head on the
day before the show too. He proved to be a really personable chap, and regaled us with a few tales
about Carl Perkins, Hamburg and how his nickname emanated from cartoon character Huckleberry
Hound.
I’m off to Great Yarmouth’s Vauxhall Holiday Park towards the end of March, along with comrade
Papard, for my first Shake, Rattle & Roll weekender. It promises to be a goody, with a strong line-up
which includes Linda Gail Lewis, Mike Sanchez, Crazy Cavan, Whirlwind, Flying Saucers, The Jets,
Lennerockers and Lucas & The Dynamos.
Unfortunately I will miss Linda Gail on the Sunday night (March 25th) as I have to leave early to MC
the fourth Tales From The Woods show at Essex’s Halstead Theatre. This one features Graham
Fenton, Danny Rivers, Peter Wynn and Jon Longo who will all be backed by the tip-top Tales From
The Woods Houseband.
Speaking of Ms Lewis, she is currently touring with Billy Geraghty, who played Jerry Lee in the
musical Great Balls Of Fire at London’s Cambridge Theatre a few years ago, in Rockin’ On
Heaven’s Door. Her daughter Annie is also appearing, along with Earl Jackson as Chuck Berry and
Michael King as Elvis. Forthcoming February dates are:
14th The Stables, Wavendon; 16th The Maltings, Farnham; 18th Embassy, Skegness; 19th Corn
Exchange, Kings Lynn; 22nd Pavilion, Worthing; 23rd Martlets Hall, Burgess Hill; 24th Gordon Craig
Theatre, Stevenage and 26th Theatre Royal, Windsor.
I was astounded to hear from fellow Ted and Woody, Paul Dyer that Royce Porter is poised to make
his European debut at the Boston Arms in North West London on March 3rd. I bought his rare
rockabilly recording of A Woman Can Make You Blue back in 1973 when Egleton & Chalmers put it
out over here on their ground-breaking Injun label.
Briefly, Royce Porter was born in Sweetwater, Texas on April 1st 1939. In 1956 he laid down four
tracks at Houston’s ACA Studio, which were issued on two singles for the Spade label. The following
year he had two songs – Yes I Do/Our Perfect Romance produced by Pappy Daily (with Dean Beard
on piano) in Fort Worth for the Mercury subsidiary Look, with further tracks being cut in 1958. After
a spell in the Navy he became a preacher before returning to the recording studio in the mid-sixties.
Porter relocated to Nashville in the early seventies where he achieved considerable success as a
songwriter.
His songs have been recorded by the likes of Reba McEntire, Merle Haggard, George Jones, Keith
Whitley, George Strait, Tanya Tucker and Kenny Chesney.
I’m just sitting here reminiscing… thinking about forty years ago when we were staging regular
Rock’n’Roll nights under the auspices of Neil Foster’s Vintage Rock‘n’Roll Appreciation Society in
our corner of East Lancashire. We began at Burnley Cricket Club, but after a while the stuffy
committee men decided that they’d rather not have a load of youths Teddy Boying around enjoying
themselves bopping to hot rockin’ music.
We then moved four miles along the road to Nelson FC Enterprises Social Club, colloquially known
as the Footballers. Anyway, I was remembering just some of the characters that regularly attended
our Friday night Rock’n’Roll bashes.
There was scrap metal merchant Enoch Varey, who was older than the rest of us, having been
around the scene as a youngster in the fifties. Every week he requested the same two records – 20
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Flight Rock and Charlie Gracie’s Fabulous, to which he and his wife would jive in fine fashion.
Enoch always wore a trilby – even when jiving!
Another good dancer was Higgy, who was adept at jiving with two girls at once, one on each arm.
However, a one-time girlfriend of his didn’t share his enthusiasm for dancing threesomes and
slashed his drape jacket to ribbons with a pair of scissors one night – and Higgy was wearing it at
the time!
Then there were the three brothers who were always ready for a fight and, if they couldn’t find
anyone willing to take them on, were not averse to knocking seven bells out of each other. Ironically,
the youngest one subsequently played football for Nelson FC, who once beat Real Madrid away mind you that was back in 1923. Anyway they were still a pretty good team in the seventies, playing
in the Lancashire Combination alongside teams such as Accrington Stanley.
Stay cool and keep rockin’
Wily Wilkinson

Barry Noble – A Singles Collection (The Columbia Years 1968-1970)
Barry Noble was one of the nearly-men of the late 1960s – he had a
major label contract and had performances on BBC’s ‘Colour Me Pop’;
however none of his 45s really managed to break out. This CD contains
12 songs, all but one recorded for EMI and very much of their time. Barry
has a rich voice with more than a shade of Scott Walker and there is
some good musicianship, but in the main the songs, to this writer’s ears,
lack a certain spark. I’ve Got My Eyes On You was regarded as his
closest miss and was written by Thora Hird’s son-in-law Jackie Rae along
with Les Reed. EMI got their big guns behind it with TV appearances and
it even got a US release on the Tower Records subsidiary of Capitol.
While very pleasant, it doesn’t quite get there. His follow up, a cover of
Tom Paxton’s The Last Thing On My Mind lacks the sensitivity of the original and again falls
somewhat short. Of course any self-respecting Woodie knows that some of the best recordings are
on flip sides (Move It, Tequila etc.) and the flip of I’ve Got My Eyes…, I’ve Always Wanted Love, is
a genuine corker. Written by Greenaway and Cook, it comes with a good pedigree; it also has a fair
hook to it. There’s a copy going on eBay at present for a very reasonable £2.57 plus postage – I
may even add it to my collection.
In recent years Barry seems to have found a comfortable niche for himself as an ‘easy’ singer - this
following You Tube link shows him being a lounge attraction at a recent ‘drum and bass’ festival at
Pontins. Please be warned that the clip shows a picture of him in his pants.
Robb Shenton and the Western All Stars - We’re Gonna Rock (Fury Records)
I’m quite an RGM fan but I must admit I drew a blank when Keith handed
me the CD and said that Robb was a part of the embryonic David John and
The Mood from Preston who record for Joe Meek.
Certainly not in a compressed Joe Meek vein this CD is very much a
50’s-style product and is typical of the quality rocking that you get with Alan
Wilson and the Western All Stars. Alan did a terrific job recently with
Graham Fenton and he has done the same here with Robb. Importantly
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song choices are not the same old, same old. Starting off with Ray Smith’s That’s Alright, which was
originally tucked away on the flip of Rockin’ Little Angel in ‘59 it follows the same arrangement down
to the answer back guitar licks. Very nice start.
Continuing along with a solid cover of Bobby Lee Trammell’s I sure Do Love You Baby, Robb then
moves on to a tasty version of We’re Gonna Rock which Cecil Gant cut as Gunter Lee Carr in ’50.
Keeping up a nice RnB feel he admirably tackles Tiny Bradshaw’s Train Kept a Rollin’ and Johnny
Otis’ Crazy Country Hop from ’58. Johnny Burnette’s Cincinnati Fireball gets a fine reading with Alan
Wilson recreating Tommy Allsup’s fiery break which I loved on the original. The aforementioned
Rockin’ Little Angel gets a super cut too with Robb not sounding too stretched on the song as it
ascends through the key changes.
Robb’s own Hey Sweet Sheila sits in the collection very nicely too; excellent hook on it. Though not
as rocky as some of the other tracks it has a lovely late 50’s pop-rock feel to it.
Informative booklet and very much a quality product all round; I like it very much and doubt this copy
will ever be returned to Keith…….
The Ray Dexter Story – Valley of the Golden Children - Written by ‘Vyse’
Ray will be familiar to Woodies from his two performances at 2is shows
(2 and 4). At the former he played a set very much at odds with the rest
of the show and, while competent, I recall a few plastic glasses being
hurled from dark corners by people who were less than impressed... His
second performance wasn’t billed as I remember though I’m pretty sure
he sang Gene Vincent’s Blue Jean Bop and something by Elvis.
Thankfully this was better received and no objects were flung towards the
stage.
Only knowing Ray for these performances and an underwhelming Joe
Meek recorded 45 from ’62 - The Coalman’s Lament - I was pretty much
in the dark about his life and career. So I looked forward to reading the
book and finding out a little bit more about Ray’s background.
The book begins with a foreword from Chas Hodges – as it turns out the
Outlaws played on the Coalman track and, unlike me, Chas likes the
song. He’s even got it on his jukebox and thinks of it as a forerunner of some of the Chas and Dave
stuff. Okay time for another listen… did I misjudge it earlier? Nope. Still sounds like one of Joe’s
duds.
Moving away from the lamentable coalman and onto the book. I’m pleased to report it is all rather
enjoyable. I’m not going to give the game away too much except to say that Ray has met an
extraordinary amount of people on his musical travels; from playing Rock and Roll on the same bill
in the early ‘60s as the Outlaws and Ritchie Blackmore, to his time in America, meeting unsung
heroes like Scotty Turner and the great country gospel singer Martha Carson. Joe Brown and Albert
Lee also feature. Straddling both Rock and Roll and Country music, it’s fair to say that Ray is a
journeyman.
There is an undercurrent of sadness running through the book, and the passages about his
friendship with Lena Zavaroni and his own battles with illness are particularly moving.
Particularly of interest to members of Tales From The Woods, the book begins and ends describing
Ray’s night at the 2is no.4 – very much a case of Ray coming full circle. Vyse goes into great detail
recreating the scene and, occasionally, isn’t overly flattering to some of the TFTW members within
his descriptions - I’ll leave it to the readers to judge who are the two ‘Rent a Ted’s’ he refers to as
‘Tweedle Dum’ and ‘Tweedle Dee’.
It’s a pretty enjoyable read (particularly to Malc and Mark) and is currently available from Amazon
(the Kindle version is certainly worth buying at £2.64 inc. VAT).
John Spencely
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THE WOODIES CODE OF CONDUCT
1. A Woodie is clean in thought, word and deed.
2. A Woodie is helpful, cheerful and kind to all those around him and always keen to do a good turn.
3. A Woodie will listen and pay attention to other Woodies, the Great Leader, and other taste and
decision makers encountered during both civilian and Woodie life.
4. If one is a member of the Woodies, then said Woodie will make his best effort to attend events put on
by the Beloved Leader or any other Woodie if it is geographically possible.
5. No Woodie shall organise an event on the same date or day as another event that has already been
notified to Woodie Central and publicised in TFTW magazine or on the website.
6. Woodies show proper consideration to the female sex, and referring to it as “skank”, “ho” or “clunge”
is unacceptable. Similarly, Woodies respect the opinions of others, and starting a fight to prove a point
is the action only of last resort.
7. Jeans are perfectly acceptable on the farm or building site. However, smart dress for Woodie
functions is a way of showing proper respect to the Supreme Leader, and others around you.
Similarly, the late 20th Century saw some excesses in hairstyles. Woodies wear their hair just touching
the collar, since we are now in the 21st Century.
8. A Woodie should never be seen carrying a parcel in public. If you have items to move, then use either
a briefcase, following the example of the Dear Leader, or a pull-along suitcase.
9. Woodies care about their health, and enjoy fresh air and exercise. Try to attend Thursday Club
sessions as often as possible and if you have a pushbike, then ride it.
10. No-one likes looking at a bald pate. Follow the example of Bunter or the Great Leader and wear a hat
if you are follicly challenged.
11. Woodies aim to be class-neutral. If you ride to hounds with the Beaufort Hunt or burgle office blocks
to make a living, then keep it quiet. The Dear Leader cares not whether you survive on a trust fund or
from dole office hand-outs.
12. While all Woodies try to be grammatical at all times, and use spell checkers to ensure accurate
spellings in written communications, correcting another Woodies grammar during conversation is
considered as impolite as laughing at their other mental or physical disabilities.
13. If any Woodie has a speech impediment, for example the inability to pronounce the letter “R” correctly,
then take action to solve this since the solution is sometimes simple, as in the above case. Singing
along with Jackie Wilson’s “Reet Petite” will rid you of this particular irritating habit.
14. Woodies try not to talk to members of the public about their various musical and film interests. The
general public knows not the difference between Jamesetta Hawkins, Jalacy Hawkins and Jack
Hawkins and cares less. A Woodie tries never to be boring.
15. While some Woodies rejoice in the fact that they consider themselves Recycled Teenagers,
adolescent behaviour such as setting fire to farts or bogey flicking should be restricted to the privacy
of your own home.
16. Always respect magazine deadlines, and get your copy in well in time.
(Sorry this piece is a little late, I’ve been very busy. Mr Angry)
Non-compliance with any of the above Code will result in the Woodie facing one or more of the
following actions:

next month’s get-together.
Supreme Leader also reserves the right to send you home.

.
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2is Reunion
THE annual 2is Reunion is turning into a global get-together. The sixth London event attracted fans
from all over the world; from Norway, France, Spain, Wales, Ireland and not forgetting Bambi from
Buenos Aires.
Held in a near-capacity Borderline club in Charing Cross Road, it featured veterans of the coffee
bar, and their contemporaries, in a bristling bill of talent put together by promoter Keith Woods.
The 2is was a tiny coffee bar in London’s Soho and is described as the cradle of British Rock’n’Roll.
The 2is was owned by wrestler Paul Lincoln, and when a green plaque was unveiled at the Old
Compton Street site in 2006, musician and producer Dave Travis suggested a concert might be held
to mark the event.
So Keith ran with the idea, which has now become a once-a-year January show which, for some
Rock’n’Roll fans, is also a once-in-a-lifetime occasion, as compere Rockin’ Ricky Stevens confirmed
when he introduced headliner King Size Taylor.
“I’ve waited thirty years to see this man,” he enthused, as the lofty Merseysider strapped on his
guitar and strode to the stage, an imposing figure dressed in black, flown in from his home in
Hamburg for this exclusive appearance that proved there was real Rock’n’Roll in Liverpool before
the beat groups snuffed it out.
But to begin at the beginning. The bedrock of this show, that was to go on to feature Cliff Edmonds,
Jackie Lynton, The Allisons, Garry Mills, and Dave Sampson, is the Tales from the Woods
Houseband, perhaps the first band to be named after a magazine since the Rolling Stones.
Led by the charismatic John Spencely on guitar, it features Robb Davis on bass, Claire Hamlin on
keyboards, Brian Bunter Clark on drums, and Alex Bland on sax, and has turned into one of the
tightest backing bands on the London circuit. They backed five of the six acts, and had their work
cut out in the preceding weeks learning stacks of new material.
Those rehearsals paid off big-time, as they moved seamlessly from act to act, gaining their own
well-deserved applause for faultless solos and fills.
Compere Rockin’ Ricky, a Mancunian, opened the show with a couple of
songs, including Peggy Sue, Tommy Roe’s Sheila and Sonny West’s Oh Boy
before bringing on a splendidly attired Cliff Edmonds, front man of The
Avengers and Cliff and the Cavaliers.

Rockin’ Ricky
© Paul Harris

Wearing a bright red shirt over a grey jacket with black sleeves and lapels, he
opened with a song associated with 2is alumnus Cliff Richard, a man with a
continuing respect for his Rock’n’Roll past who actually attended that green
plaque unveiling six years ago. Yes, that number was Move It, certainly not the
first British Rock’n’Roll record, but probably the best up to September 1958.

Cliff E. nailed it and continued on
with perennial favourites 20 Flight
Rock, Billy Fury’s Don’t Knock Upon My Door, Great
Balls of Fire, Say Mama, Jeanie Jeanie Jeanie and
announcing Shopping Around as the only Elvis number
he did, went on to A Mess of Blues, which he must have
learned from some other source.
Cliff is a known Gene Vincent fan, and his take on
Rocky Road Blues underlined the quality of the
Houseband, as pianist Claire excelled herself. Sax
player Alex Bland similarly garnished Cliff’s version of
Teenage Heaven before Cliff sang what he described
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Cliff Edmonds
© Paul Harris

as his signature, a roaring Can’t Believe You Wanna Leave, from the Little Richard songbook, which
would have left a lesser man hoarse.
But, no, he was still in perfect form for a crowd pleasing Matchbox and High School Confidential. It
was still only 6pm, and the room was near-full, with two bars at either end of the venue buzzing.
They became less so when visitors found they were paying north of £2 for a few fluid ounces of
lemonade, with the wiser switching to water, which was free from the pumps!
Jackie Lynton
© Paul Harris

Success has always given Jackie Lynton a
swerve, but he is a genuine 2is survivor, playing a
Sunday residency at the coffee bar for three years,
and has a big voice, and even bigger personality.
Dressed in a palm-decorated Hawaiian shirt, and
cap, his set may have excluded the hit he has yet
to have, but it pleased the audience, which by now
included Teds in full regalia, wizened relics of the
cappuccino culture, and keen young rockers of the
current generation of fifties music fans.

Opening with Reeling and Rocking, his booming
voice was a precise match for Keep a Knocking,
then into Lawdy Miss Clawdy, Rip It Up and more
standards. Jackie’s between songs chat and
sometimes ripe language suggested he could have had a parallel career as a stand-up comic if the
lure of Rock’n’Roll had not proved so strong.
He revealed his drug of choice is Capstan Full Strength so, if sucking on that near-pure nicotine
gives you a voice like that, I’m about to ditch the low tar and make an attempt on the DJ seat vacated
by Wolfman Jack.
Unfortunately for The Allisons, the show coincided
with London celebrations for the Chinese New Year,
resulting in no-entry signs, closed roads, and traffic
chaos, and they were three hours late for band call.
By the time they arrived, it was too late to organise
their backing tapes, and so they attempted an
acoustic set with many apologies and much faffing
about.
Opening with Think It Over, they gave us the second
Sheila of the evening, Hello Mary Lou, the Everly’s
The Allisons
© Paul Harris
All I Have to Do is Dream, concluding with their one
hit, and Eurovision song
contest runner-up Are You Sure. Between songs, John Allison told the sad
story known to many of the rip-offs the music industry perpetrated on its
young.
They had hits in 20 countries, their song was covered by 23 different
singers, and they knocked Elvis off the top slot twice – and were rewarded
by a zero pay-out and were dropped by their record company.
This was a tale repeated by Garry Mills, who took to the stage after a
couple more numbers by Rockin’ Ricky. Garry had a US Billboard top
thirty hit with the anaemic Look for a Star, from the film Circus of Horrors,
but the Golden Eagle failed to take off, and this slight, likeable songster
had no payday.
Garry Mills
© Paul Harris

Wearing an Elvis shirt, he opened with Down the Line, continued with the
Big Bopper-written Running Bear, which Garry covered at the time, and
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had fun with Seven Little Girls (Sitting in the Back Seat) with guest girl vocals from members of the
audience.
He also had a contemporary cover of Mark Dinning’s Teen Angel, recorded I’ll Step Down which
provided a minor hit for Lee Diamond and the Cherokees, had his own slight success with Top Teen
Baby, now apparently a line-dance favourite in Germany, so back in the day he was working with
commercial material, even if he didn’t care for it himself.
He admitted: “I seldom perform my own material because I don’t like it much.”
However, others did, and he wrote three songs for the Billy Fury film I Gotta Horse, for which he
received £300 in cash, only to find the label credits on the release suggested Dick Rowe and Norrie
Paramour were the writers. And, indeed, the recipients of the royalties.
The songs included Once Upon a Dream and I Think You’re Swell, both of which he performed on
the night.
But these setbacks had not dimmed his sense of humour, nor the years aged his voice, when he
warned he might not make top C in his take on Ray Peterson’s The Wonder of You, most associated
with Elvis.
While Elvis handed out scarves at the end of his act, Garry was busy wiping his brow with Kleenex
and handing those to his fans in a comic conclusion to a fine performance. And, yes, he did make
that top C.
Talking of Elvis, Dave Sampson was next up,
wearing an Elvis T-shirt, and with his full head of
white hair and substantial build, he looked much
like those computer generated pictures that
suggest how Elvis might have looked if he
survived.
He opened with an Elvis number, Mystery Train,
to prove that he, too, had a voice strong enough
to support a raft-load of hits instead of the
measly single chart-botherer Sweet Dreams
from May 1960, and proved a dab hand with a
ballad on Sea of Love and Love Me.
Dave Sampson
He also proved versatile, opting for a Nat King
© Paul Harris
Cole jazzy take on Bobby Troup’s Route 66,
taking it back to basics much in the same way as
Laura B. and the Moonlighters have gone back to the source for their Big Maybelle version of Whole
Lotta Shakin’.

Adding some scat singing to Claire’s piano solo, and Alex’s sax break, this was both a welcome
respite from Rock’n’Roll standards and, again, a suggestion that Dave could have had a second
career in small combo jazz, if he weren’t so enamoured of the Big Beat.
He continued with Gee But It’s Lonesome, rocking up Lennon-McCartney’s One After 901 before
encoring with Milk Cow Blues, nailed perfectly.
Considering there was no grub in the building, the bar was too
expensive to think about, five hours had flown by, and it was time for
the elusive King Size Taylor, disappointingly slim for those who had
been warned he made Sleepy LaBeef look weedy, to make what must
have been his first London appearance for decades. If ever.

Kingsize Taylor
© Paul Harris

King Size was part of the early sixties exodus of Liverpool musicians
to its twin port of Hamburg, but Mr Taylor stayed in Germany while
others brushed out their quiffs and went on to worldwide moptop
success.
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King Size still has his quiff, albeit now steel grey, and retains his love of sax and piano driven
raucous Rock’n’Roll as opposed to the three guitar and drums, milk’n’ a dash excuse for Rock’n’Roll
which became mystifyingly popular in that decade.

Kingsize Taylor
© Paul Harris

He was rewarded with a German number one, a cover of Solomon Burke’s Stupidity, which he duly
performed. He also gave an airing to Solomon’s version of the traditional Down in the Valley, which
he remembered performing as a youngster back in the ‘Pool.
Opening his account with Bobby Parker’s Watch Your Step, he proved himself something of a fan
of Larry Williams, including Dizzy Miss Lizzy, Bad Boy, Bony Moronie, and for his first encore, Slow
Down.
The benefits of a band heavy on the sax and piano were as evident in those numbers as they had
been all night, and King Size could give a brace of fellow Liverpudlians lessons in the correct way
to blast out rockers. Quite breathtaking, and well worth the wait.
He encored for a second time with Chuck Berry’s Let It Rock, and had the whole place jumping,
resulting in a wide and toothy grin from a living legend who appreciated his audience, and his
backing band, as much as they appreciated him.
Coffee bar chain Starbucks will leave no footprints in the sands of history, but that pocket-sized
coffee bar in Old Compton Street has a resonance that has lasted through the decades, and maybe,
the centuries.
Keith Woods is already talking about 2is number seven, and has earmarked 80-year-old Rory
Blackwell as a potential headliner. We all hope it happens.
John Howard
Pictures: Paul Harris
Note: Among those who performed at the 2is are Tommy Steele, Cliff Richard, Hank Marvin, Jet
Harris, the Vipers, Russ Sainty, Adam Faith, Vince Taylor, Wee Willie Harris, Terry Dene,
Screaming Lord Sutch, Jay Chance, Tony Sheridan, Joe Brown, Gary Glitter (then known as Paul
Gadd), Mickie Most and Big Jim Sullivan
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The Stars of the Show?
Brian Clark
© Paul Harris
Claire Hamlin
© Paul Harris

John Spencely & Robb Davis
© Tony Annis
Our Leader
© Tony Annis

Alex Bland
© Paul Harris
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The

Vinyl Word

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.

Bobbettes & Jivin' Gene shine at Rhythm Riot
Monday, November 21, 2011
The annual Rhythm Riot at the Camber Sands Holiday Camp marks an essential date in the diaries
of many UK and European rock and roll fans. They dress in fifties fashions or military uniforms, they
jive energetically and they show off their wonderful 1950s American cars. Most of my Woodie friends
go every year, but I've never been - until this year. My reasoning has been that the weather is usually
cold and the US acts that I want to see are few and far between.
Well this year the weather was great - thank you global warming - and the American acts, few
though they were, were pretty good. So I think I made the right decision.
Following my preference for American acts, the first performance that I
Mary Jean Lewis
saw was Jerry Lee's niece, Mary Jean Lewis and the Starlight Boys.
© Paul Harris
She lives in Scotland these days so she's almost an honorary Brit, but she
retains some Memphis credentials and, like the rest of the family, she's
pretty handy on the piano. Her set was quite a varied mix of music, from
rockabilly to honky tonk to country and included tracks from her new CD
Missin' Memphis such as the title track, Valley of Tears and Lovin' Fever.
Other songs included Ruth Brown's Mama You Treat Your Daughter Mean
and Daddy Daddy. Whilst not quite up to Uncle Jerry's exalted standards,
she's quite a class act and this was a promising start to the festival.
After Mary Jean, things really
hotted up with one of the stars
of this year's show - Texan
swamp pop king Jivin' Gene. I saw Gene at the
Ponderosa Stomp recently and, good though he was,
the fact that he was restricted on time meant that he
couldn't really show what he's made of. This time he had
a full 45 minutes (plus encore) and was able to show
that there's a lot more to him than just his 1959 swamp
pop hit Breaking Up Is Hard To Do. Surprisingly he
didn't perform his other best known record Going Out
With The Tide, but his voice was strong on some of his
other early recordings including Up Up and Away, My
Need For Love and, a real highlight, Lovelight Man. He's got a strong New Orleans feel and
performed some Smiley Lewis numbers including One Night and, as an extended encore, Shame
Shame Shame and I Hear You Knocking, plus Fats Domino's Poor Me and Roy
Lawen Stark
Brown's Let The Four Winds Blow. Definitely one of the real high spots of this
© Paul Harris
year's Rhythm Riot I think.
Jivin’ Gene
© Paul Harris

Next on stage was Big Joe Louis and his Blues Kings. One of the UK's best
blues bands, this was a solid set, but there was some rather annoying reverb
and Joe's gold lame trousers were rather disconcerting.
Saturday night's opening act for me (after an excellent meal at the Green Owl
pub) was a Belgian band featuring Lawen Stark and the Slide Boppers.
Something of an Elvis impersonator, Lawen showed that he can whistle, lie on
his back while playing his guitar and generally raise a bit of a storm. I liked his
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21 Days In Jail and a speeded up version of I Really Don't Want To Know, but I found his voice just
a bit dodgy.
The real highlight of the weekend came next The Bobbettes, whose 1957 hit Mr Lee was
one of the earliest smash hits by an R & B girl
group. The current line-up featuring one (or is
it two?) original members is supremely
versatile and professional, and featured some
great doo-wop and not a little humour (in a
James Brown show style way). Starting off
with Sam Cooke's Good News, they
harmonised beautifully on several of their own
numbers including Don't Say Goodnight,
Clyde McPhatter's Have Mercy Baby, Look At
The Stars (the B Side of Mr Lee), the weirdly
entitled Rock and Ree-Ah-Zole, You Are My
Sweetheart, Johnny Q, The Dream, Um Bow
Bow, Dance With Me Georgie (a reworking of
Etta James' Roll With Me Henry) and I Don't Like It Like That (an answer to Chris Kenner's number).
They also slipped in James Brown's Try Me, Ray Charles' The Night Time Is The Right Time and
the Teen Queens' Eddie My Love, before launching into their big hit Mr Lee and the rather odd follow
up I Shot Mr Lee (they got tired of him apparently). These four ladies put on a great show and for
me, as someone who hasn't seen them before, it was a real treat. The whole thing was beautifully
choreographed, right down to their excellent encore - Old Time Rock and Roll. Here are a couple of
photos.
The Bobbettes
© Paul Harris

Sunday night's US star was Ray Sharpe, whose 1958 hit Linda Lu is
popular with rock and roll and blues fans alike. Wearing what I took to
be a Native American smock, Ray seemed unhappy with his guitar
strings and perhaps a little out of practice but he was well supported
by Big Boy Bloater and the Rhythm Riot Kings of Rhythm. His mostly
blues set included the original A side of Linda Lu, Red Sails in the
Sunset, the later B side, the Chuck Berry influenced Monkey's Uncle
and a later recording Justine, but it didn't really catch fire until his
extended version of Linda Lu itself at the end. Ray shows that he has
a fair voice (despite a very small mouth) but his guitar playing ranged
from the ragged to the excellent. I saw him years ago at the 100 Club,
but this time he was not quite up to the standard of that show I thought.
Dynaflos
© Paul Harris

Ray Sharpe
© Paul Harris

The final act (for me) was
Lil' Mo and the Dynaflos, a
dynamic, fifties style doowop band from Los Angeles
with a college boy look. The
band features four excellent
vocalists, including Lil' Mo
himself, and most of their material is their own. Backed up
by four instrumentalists, including a lively saxman and an
equally proficient guitarist, they really rocked and came
across as a cross between Dion and the Belmonts and

Danny and the Juniors.
This was a great finish to an enjoyable weekend but will I go again? Maybe, if the line-up is good.
Not to mention the weather!
Nick Cobban
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Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
where you really need to show your face.

Here’s a couple of items for your
diary followed by Dave Carroll’s
excellent gig guide. Look forward
to bumping into you at some of
these events.

ANOTHER GREAT TALES FROM THE WOODS BRITISH ROCK'N'ROLL HERITAGE SHOW
On Sunday 25th March 2012
at the Empire Theatre, Halstead Essex
featuring
GRAHAM FENTON *** PETER WYNNE
DANNY RIVERS *** JOHN LONGO
THE TALES FROM THE WOODS HOUSEBAND
MC SHAKY LEE WILKINSON
Jess Conrad’s tour schedule
Thursday 16th February, Kenneth More Theatre, Ilford 0208 553 4464 evening performance
Thursday 23rd February, Orchard Theatre, Dartford Ticket Office 01322 220000
Sunday 4th March, Dovehouse Theatre, Kineton Green Road, Olton, Solihull, Box Office 01205
363075 matinee
Sunday 11th March, Blackfriars Theatre, Boston Box Office 01205 363108 'Jess Conrad Meets
Norman Wisdom' evening performance
Thursday 15th March, Arden Hall, Waterorton Road, Castle Bromwich, Solihull B36 9PD with
Rockin Horse evening performance
Saturday 17th March, Players Theatre, Thame, Oxfordshire 01844 217228 evening performance
21st March - 4th April, Mediterranean Cruise, The Oceana One Man Show
17th May, Cliffs Pavilion Theatre, Station Road, Westcliff on Sea, Essex The Legend Lives On
Thursday 31st May, Swansea Grand Theatre, Swansea, Wales, The Legend Lives On
Thursday 7th June, Royal Concert Hall, Nottingham, The Legend Lives On
Saturday 9th June, The Sage, St Mary's Square, Gateshead Quays, Gateshead, The Legend
Lives On
Wednesday 13th June, New Theatre, George Street, Oxford, The Legend Lives On
Saturday 14th July, Cheshire County Showground, Tabley, Nr Knutsford with Rockin Horse,
Marmalade and Alvin Stardust
Saturday 25th August, The Pavilion, Gorleston, Nr Great Yarmouth, Jess Conrad meets Norman
Wisdom
Thursday 29th November, Grove Theatre, Dunstable, Beds, The Legend Lives On
Swamp Rock
On April 21st, we are very excited to announce, for the first time at Swamp Rock, the UK's top Doo
Wop group, The Metrotones! This is a unique opportunity to see this legendary band in a rare
London gig, so don't miss it! This will be the London launch of their new CD, the first for many years,
and we can't wait!
Usual venue, All Saints Arts Centre, 122 Oakleigh Road North, London N20 9EZ.
As a special offer, we will be selling advance tickets from 11 Feb for only £10! On the night it will be
£12 entrance on the door.
Carole, Nigel, Neil and Betti
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The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.

February 2012
19
Sunday
Big Joe Louis & his Blueskings
Hope he has ditched the gold lamé trousers and the fuzzbox guitar.
Hideaway, 2 Empire Mews Streatham SW16 2ED £8
22
Wednesday Todd Snider + Danni Nichols (support)
American singer-songwriter whose comic skills will double your enjoyment.
Borderline £12
29
Wednesday Chris Smither
American purveyor of folk/blues who grew up in New Orleans.
Cecil Sharp House £12.50 adv £15 door
29
Wednesday Jonathan Richman
No longer a Modern Lover but much more fun.
Bush Hall
£20
March 2012
1
Thursday
Albert Lee & Hogan’s Heroes
Fine guitarist with entertaining country-rock band.
Half Moon, Putney £18
4
Sunday
Errol Linton’s Blues Vibe
Brixton bluesman with guest Abram Wilson at the ‘Sunday Speakeasy’.
Hideaway, 2 Empire Mews Streatham SW16 2ED £8
7
Wednesday Big Boy Bloater
Apparently that ain’t his name.
Borderline £12.50
9
Friday Sharon Jones & The Dap-Kings
Surely the hardest working woman in show business.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£22.50
17
Saturday
Watermelon Slim
Although born in Boston, being raised in North Carolina must have affected his musical allegiance.
Brook’s Blues Bar at Parsons Green Sports & Social Club, Broomhouse Lane, SW6 3DP
£15
20
Tuesday
Gretchen Peters
Nashville singer-songwriter with intelligence and grace.
Bush Hall
£16
25
Sunday
Syleena Johnson
Daughter of famous father Syl follows in his footsteps at famous London venue.
Jazz Cafe
£17.50
25
Sunday
Darts
‘Britain’s best loved doowop band’.
100 Club
£16 +fees
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25
Sunday
Tower of Power
Two sell-out nights at Ronnie Scott’s earlier in the month presage a game-winning move to Mornington
Crescent.
Koko £25 +fees
30
Friday Rosanne Cash
Eldest daughter of Johnny Cash.
Union Chapel £17.50 + fees
31
Saturday
BB Seaton
Lead singer of the Gaylads singing some of their hits and his own stuff. A Club Ska promotion.
100 Club
£20
April 2012
2
Monday
Lucky Peterson
Multi-instrumentalist bluesman featuring daughter Tamara on vocals.
Ronnie Scott’s
£18 - £32.50
3
Tuesday
Lee Fields & The Expressions
From southern soul to funk to real soul, the man comes highly recommended.
Islington Assembly Hall, Upper Street, Islington N1 2UD £17.50 & £22.50 (+ fees)
4
Wednesday Larry Graham & Graham Central Station
One in a million man looms large over one, yet performs in the shadow of another.
The Grand, Clapham £25 + fees
5
Thursday
Brenda Boykin
‘Excellent jazz/blues singer’ born in Oakland, California making up for missing the plane last November.
The Village Hall, Castor, Peterborough PE5 7BU £16
7
Saturday
The Trashmen
Finally their first UK show? ‘8.00 pm to 6.00 am / headline act on stage by 10.00 pm’
229 the venue, 229 Great Portland Street, W1W 5PN
£22 + fees, £25 door
8
Sunday
Maxine Brown
Senior soulstress lately here for Kent Records 25th anniversary. ‘8.00 pm to 6.00 am / headline act on
stage by 10.00 pm’.
229 the venue, 229 Great Portland Street, W1W 5PN
£15 + fees, £18 door
14
Saturday
Brenda Russell
First UK visit in more than 20 years for ‘Piano In The Dark’ lady.
Union Chapel £30 + fees
19
Thursday
Si Cranstoun (The Dualers)
From Upminster to Camden – the sign of success.
Jazz Cafe
£12
19
Thursday
Patti Austin
From Harlem to Highbury - definitely worth singing about.
Islington Assembly Hall, Upper Street, Islington N1 2UD £27.50 & £37.50
20
Friday Dave Alvin & The Guilty Ones
What happened to the Guilty Women? Sounds like Mr Alvin has gone PC.
Jazz Cafe
£18.50
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on other selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK’s only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black and white
paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice...... Keith Woods
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